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1
2
3

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to the collection of ad

5

valorem taxes; amending §§197.012, 197.016,

6

197.056, 197.062(2), 197.072(1) and (2),

7

197.076, 197.082, 197.106{1) and (2), 197.116-

8

(3) and (4) and adding subsection (6) thereto,

9

197.121(1), 197.132, 197.136, 197.151, 197.156-

10

(1), 197.176, 197.181, 197.186, 197.191, 197.-

11

201, 197.216, 197.236(1), (2), and (5), 197.-

12

241, 197.246, adding subsection (2) to §197.266,

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24

25
26
27

"'2 8
29
30
31

amending §§197.256, 197.261, 197.271, 197.291(2),
197.302(1), 197.311, 197.351, 197.356(4) and
adding subsections (5), (6), (7), and (8) thereto,
and 197.361(1), all Florida Statutes, 1972
Supplement; adding a new section to chapter 95,
Florida Statutes; transferring §197.286, Florida
Statutes, 1972 Supplement, to chapter 95, Florida
Statutes, and amending said section; amending
§125.39, Florida Statutes, 1971; transferring
and renumbering §197.251, Florida Statutes, 1972
Supplement, as subsection (2) of §197.246,
Florida Statutes; amending §§173.01, 193.102(1),
and §193.481(6), all Florida Statutes, 1971;
providing for time of discounts; providing for
distributions of taxes collectea providing for
collections on railroad spurs; providing statutes
of limitation for tax liens, certificates, and
suits for recovery of land acquired by tax
deed; providing that chapter 197 is the exclusive

...,

155-5B

1

means of enforcing a tax certificate; providing

2

an interest rate on personal property; 12..roviding

3

for a single certificate per year; providing a

4
5

fee to the tax collector for redemptions,
purchases of county certificates and omitted

6

years taxes; clarifying the minimum five percent

7

(5%) charge on certificates; providing for dis

8

tribution of unclaimed redemption money and

9

sale proceeds; providing for procedural require

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

ments and duties in the redemption of tax certi
ficates; providing for the time and methods of
enforcing tax certificates; providing for sales
of property at public auction; providing for
notices; providing for distribution of proceeds
of sales; providing for a method for sale of
property acquired by the county through tax pro
ceedings; providing for implementation procedures;
repealing §197.465(2), Florida Statutes, 1969, as
amended by chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida,

20

appearing as §197.141(3), Florida Statutes, 1972

21

Supplement, §197.236(3) and (6), Florida Statutes,

22

1972 Supplement, as created by chapter 72-268,

23

Laws of Florida, §197.291(3), Florida Statutes,

24

1972 Supplement, as created by chapter 72-268,

25

Laws of Florida, §197.610, Florida Statutes, 1969,

26

as amended by chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida,

27
'··2s
29
30
31

appearing as §197.316, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, §197.615, Florida Statutes, 1969,
as amended by chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida,

appearing as §197.321, Florida Statutes, 1972
Supplement, §197.680, Florida Statutes, 1969,
2

155-5B
1

as amended by chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida,

2

appearing as §197.331, Florida Statutes, 1972

3

Supplement, §197.665, Florida Statutes, 1969,

4

as amended by chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida,

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

appearing as §197.336, Florida Statutes, 1972
Supplement, §50.061(6), Florida Statutes, 1971,
§193.481(4), Florida Statutes, 1969, appearing
as §193.481(5), Florida Statutes, 1971, §§211.14, 211.15, and 211.16, Florida Statutes, 1971,
which provided for payment of other taxes upon

transfer of tax certificates, authority to
transfer certain twenty (20) year old municipal
certificates, cancellation of twenty (20) year
old certificates by the clerk, limitations on

15

actions where grantee of a tax deed has paid

16

taxes for twenty (20) years, limitations where

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
'26
27
'18
29

a patent has not been issued prior to assessment,
termination of rights upon entry of a final
judgment in the county, the distribution of
proceeds, inapplicability of chapter 50 to tax
notices, disposition of unclaimed funds in the
hands of the clerk, applicability of general
law to certain subsurface rights, certificates
and deeds on surface rights, and local acts and
general acts of local application to the extent
they conflict with chapter 197; providing an
effective date.
Be·It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

30
31

3

155-SD

l

2
3

Section 1.

Section 197.012, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.012

When taxes due; discounts if paid before

4

certain time.--All taxes shall be due and payable on November

5

1 of each year or as soon thereafter as the assessment roll, of

6

which he shall give notice by publication, may come into the

7

hands of the tax collector.

8

vested with the power, and it shall be his duty, to collect

9

all taxes as shown on the tax roll, which taxes shall become

The tax collector is hereby

10

delinquent on April 1 following the year in which they are

11

assessed.

12

collected by the county tax collector, discounts for early

13

payment thereof shall be at the rate of 4 percent in the

14

month of November and at

15

days after the mailing of the original tax notice; 3 percent

16

in the month of December; 2 percent in the following month of

17

January; and 1 percent in the following month of February.

18

taxes paid in March shall be without discount.

19

be his duty, and he is hereby vested with the power, to collect

20

by sale of the tax liens on the real property and by seizure

21

and sale of personal property, all taxes assessed on the roll

22

and which are not paid prior to April 1 of the year following

23

the year in which the taxes are assessed.

24
25
·26
27
--28
29
30
31

On all taxes assessed on the county tax rolls and

Section 2.

any time within thirty (30) £±£�eefl

The

It shall also

Section 197.016, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.016

When collections are to be made; distributions

to taxing authorities; when taxes are delinquent; time of final
settlement.-(1)

Tax collectors are required to make all collections
4

),55-5B

1

before April 1 following the year in which the taxes were

2

assessed.

3

the governmental unit levying the tax.

4

real and personal property shall become delinquent on April 1

5

of the year following the year in which the taxes were assessed.

6

and Real property taxes shall bear interest at the rate of 18

7

percent per year from that date until a certificate is sold,

8

from which time the interest rate shall be as bid by the buyer.

9

Delinquent taxes on real property may be paid after April 1

All taxes collected shall be delivered forthwith to
All unpaid taxes upon

10

but prior to the sale of a tax certificate by paying all taxes,

11

costs, advertising charges and interest.

12

taxes shall bear interest at eighteen percent (18%) per year

13

from April 1 until paid or barred under chapter 95.

14

wh±eh-�axes-have-beeeme-de±±nqtten�-may-be-�edeemed-a�-any-�±me

15

a£�e�-A��±±-±-by-paymen�-e£-a±±-�ax-ees�s,-eha�ges,-aRrl-±n�e�

16

es�-:-

17
18
19

Personal property
baRas-ttpeR

(2) • The collector shall distribute to each taxing

authority, taxes collected according to the following schedule:

During the first two (2) months after the tax roll comes into

20

his possession for collection, there shall be at least four (4)

21

distributions; in all other months there shall be at least

22

one (1).

23

and the governing board of the taxing authority mutually agree.

24

A different schedule may be used if the collector

ill ·ti!t·

On or before the third Monday in July att±y-±9

25

following the year in which the taxes were assessed, the

26

collector shall make a final report and settlement with the

27

county commissioners.

......�l8
29
30
31

All warrants now outstanding shall be

in full force until all the taxes remaining unpaid shall have
been collected and the final report and settlement made by
5

1

the tax collector with the county authorities, and all warrants

2

heretofore issued or to be issued shall be in full force in

3

the hands of any successor of the tax collector to whom they

4

may have been issued.

ill

5

�3t

The tax collector of every county in this state

6

shall collect the taxes so assessed on railroad spurs and side

7

tracks by the county tax assessor as other personal taxes are

8

collected.

9

taM-assesse�7-er-tax-ee±±eeted-by-ehe-eetlnty-ta�-ee±±eetef7-en

10
11

ra±±reatl-s±tle-traeks-er-sptlrs-wh±eh-have-been-assessetl-antl-en
wh±eh-taMes-have-been-ee±±eetetl-by-the-tlepartment-ef-reventle�

12
13

Hewevef,-ne-assessment-sha±±-he-matle-ey-the-eetlnty

Section 3.

Section 197.056, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:

14

197.056

15

(1)

Lien of taxes.--

All taxes imposed pursuant to the constitution and

16

laws of this state shall be a first lien, superior to all

17

other liens, on any property against which the taxes have been

18

assessed, and shall continue in full force and-effeet from

19

January 1 of the year fe±±ew±ng-the-year the taxes were levied

20

until discharge� by payment or until barred by chapter 95.

21

All personal property tax liens, to the extent that the property

22

to which the lien is applicable cannot be located in the county

23

or to which the sale of the property is insufficient to pay all

24

delinquent taxes, interest, fees, and costs due, shall be liens

25

against all other personal property of the taxpayer with�n that

26
27
�8
29

county.

No act of omission or commission on the part of any

assessor, ass±stant-assesser7 tax collector·� board of county
commissioners, clerk of the circuit court, county comotroller
and their deouties and assistants or newspaper in which any

30
31
6

155.-SB

1

advertisement of sale may be published shall operate to defeat

2

the payment of the taxes; but any acts of omission or commissio

3

may be corrected at any time by the officer or party respon-

4

sible for them in like manner as provided by law for performing

5

acts in the first place, and when so corrected they shall be

6

construed as valid ab initio and shall in no way affect any

7

process by law for the enforcement of the collection of any

8

tax.

9

are due and payable annually and are charged with the duty of

All owners of property shall be held to know that taxes

10

ascertaining the amount of current and delinquent taxes and

11

paying them before April 1 of the year following the year in

12

which taxes are assessed.

13

personal property for nonpayment of taxes shall be held invalid

14

except upon proof that:

15
16
17
18

(a) 1±r

No sale or conveyance of real or

The property was not subject to taxation;

(b) 1zt

The taxes had been paid before p�ier-�e the

(c) 43r

The real property had been redeemed before the

sale of personal property; or

19

execution and delivery of� deed based upon� certificate

20

issued for nonpayment of taxes.

21

(2)

A lien created through the sale of a tax certifi-

22

cate may not be foreclosed or enforced in any manner except as

23

prescribed in this chapter.

24
25
·26
27
---2 8
29

Section 4.

Subsection (2) of section 197.062, Florida

Statutes, 1972 Supplement, is amended to read:
197.062

Advertisement of personal property with de

linquent taxes.-(2)

On or before April 25 of each year, the tax

collector shall advertise a list of the names of delinquent

30
31

7

1

tangible personal property taxpayers and the amount of tax

2

due by each.

3

all personal property taxes are now drawing interest at the

4

rate of eighteen percent (18%) eweive-pe�eefle per year and

5

that unless the delinquent taxes are paid before May 1,

6

warrants will be issued thereon directing levy upon and

7

The advertisement shall include a notice that

seizure of the eang±bie personal property of the taxpayer for

8

the unpaid taxes.

9

Section 5.

10

Subsections (1) and (2) of section 197.072,

Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, are amended to read:

11

197.072

12

(1)

Notice of taxes by mail, etc.--

Within twenty days after delivery to him of the

13

tax roll beek with the assessor's warrant and recapitulation

14

sheet, the tax collector shall mail to each taxpayer appearing

15

on the assessment roll, whose post-office address is known to

16

him, notice that the tax roll beek is open for payment of

17

taxes, stating the amount of taxes due by the taxpayer and

18

advising the taxpayer of the discounts allowed for early

19

payment.

20

that shall clearly designate and separately identify the rate

21

of taxation to be levied for the use of the county and school

22

board and the total rate of taxation for all other taxing

23

authorities in the county.

24

afta the postage ehe�efe� shall be paid out of the general fund

25

of the county upon statement thereof by the tax collector •

. 26
27

-�8
29

(2)

The notice shall be accompanied by a printed statemen

The expense of p�±ne±ng-�he-nee±ees

Upon delivery of a written request from a mort

gagee stating that he is the trustee of an escrow account for
ad valorem taxes due on the property, the tax collector shall
mail to the mortgagee or lien holder a notice seaeeffiene of

30
31

8

155-SD

1

taxes against the property, or a copy of the newspaper, if

2

available, containing the list of lands advertised for sale for

3

nonpayment of taxes, as may be requested.

4

tax notice is mailed to a trustee of an escrow account, the tax

5

collector shall mail a duplicate notice staeemene to the owner

6

of the property with the additional statement that the original

7

has been sent to the trustee. The tax collector shall also mail

8

a duplicate tax notice to the vendee of a recorded contract for

9

deed, or, if the contract is not recorded, the duplicate shall

10

be mailed upon written application by the vendee.

11
12

When the original

Section 6.

Section 197.076, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:

13

197.076

Notice to mortgagee.--On or before May l of

14

each year, the holder or mortgagee of an unsatisfied mortgage,

15

upon filing with the tax collector a description of land

16

encu.ilbered by a recorded mortgag� and paying an annual service

17

charge of two dollars for-the-issttanee-and-ma±iing-of-a

18

spee±ai-not±ee-for-eaeh-mortgage-ttnder-wh±eh--1:he-not±ee-is

19

g±�en 7 may request and receive information during the current

20

tax year concerning any delinquent taxes appearing on the

21

current tax roll er-iand-seid and certificates issued on the

22

described mortgaged land.

23

such request, will furnish the following information to the

24

mortgagee within sixty days following the tax certificate

25

sale:

The collector, upon receipt of

26

(1)

27

mortgagee.

-is

(2)

The number of each certificate issued and to whom.

29

(3)

The face amount of the certificate.

Description of land sold as requested by the

30

31
9

155-SB

The cost for redemption �f the certificate.

1

(4)

2

Section 7.

3

Section 197.082, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.082

4

Errors and insolvencies list.--On or before

5

the third Monday in July Jtt±y-!9 of each year, the tax

6

collector shall make out a report to the county commissioners

7

showing the discounts, errors, double assessments, and in-

8

solvencies for which he is to be credited under the different

9

heads, giving, in every case except discounts, the names of

10

the parties on whose account the credit is to be allowed.

11

In no case, however, shall the tax collector take credit on

12

the list as insolvent items, any �angie±e personal property

13

tax due by a solvent taxpayer.

14

upon receiving the report, shall examine it, make such

15

investigations as may be necessary, and, if it is discovered

16

that the tax collector has taken credit as an insolvent item

17

any eangie±e personal property tax due by a solvent taxpayer,

18

then the amount of taxes represented by such item shall be

19

charged to the tax collector, and the report shall not be

20

approved until the tax collector strikes such item from the

21

report.
Section 8.

22

The county commissioners,

Subsections (1) and (2) of section

23

197.106, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, are amended to

24

read:

25

197.106

. 26

seizure.--

27

(1)

'·2a

Sale of eangib±e personal property after

When eangib±e personal property" is levied upon

for any delinquent taxes as provided for in §197.086, the

29

tax collector shall give public notice by advertisement of the

30

10

31

155-SB

1

time and place of sale of the property to be sold at least

2

fifteen days before the sale.

3

at least three public places in the county, one of which s hall

4

be at the courthouse cleer, and the property shall be sold

5

at public auction at the courthouse tleer.

6

shall be present if practical, but at any time before the

7

sale, the owner or claimant of the property may release it by

8

the payment of the taxes plus delinquency charges and interest

9

and costs for which it was liable to be sold.

The notice shall b� posted in

The property sold

In all cases,

10

immediate payment for the property shall be required.

11

any sale is made as aforesaid, the tax collector shall be

12

entitled to the same fees and charges as are allowed sheriffs

13

upon execution sales.

14
15

(2)

In case

If the property levied upon is sold for more than

the amount of taxes, delinquent charges, interestL costs, and

16

collection fees, the surplus shall be returned to the person

17

in whose possession the property was when the levy_was made

18

or to the owner of the property.

19

Section 9.

Subsections (3) and (4) of section 197.116,

20

Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, are amended and subsection

21

(6) is added to said section to read:

22

(Substantial rewording of subsection (3).

See

23

§197.116(3), F. S., 1972 Supplement, for present text).

24

197.116

25

(3)

Sale of tax certificates for unpaid taxes.--

The tax collector shall require immediate payment

'26

of a reasonable deposit from any person to whom any parcel of

27

land may be struck off and failure to pay such deposit shall

'2·8
29

cause the bid to be canceled.

When tax certificates are ready

for issuance, the tax collector shall notify all persons to

30

31

11

55-5B

l

whom any parcel was struck off, that the certificate is ready

2

for issuance and payment must be made within forty-eight (48)

3

hours from the mailing of such notice or the deposit shall be

4

forfeited and the bid canceled.

5

be made before delivery of the certificate by the tax collector.

6

Upon the cancellation of any bid, the tax collector shall

7

resell that certificate the following day or as soon thereafter

8

as possible; provided the certificate is sold within ten (10)

9
10

In any event, payment shall

days after cancellation of such bid.
(4)

The tax collector shall make a list of all the

11

certificates 3:ands sold for taxes, showing the date of the

12

sale, the nuwber of each certificate, the name of the owner

13

as returned, a description of the land within the certificate,

14

se3:d 7 the name of the purchaser, the interest rate bid and

15

the amount for which sale was made.

16

append to the list a certificate setting forth the fact that

17

the sale was made in accordance with chapter 197. 3:aw-;--ene-eepy

18

of-the-3:±st-sha3:3:-be-£orwarded-to-the-department-e£-reventte7

20

�he-same-±n-a-beek-te-he-prov±ded-by-the-eettn�y-eoRlffl.±ss±oners

22

(6)

The tax collector shall

Delinquent property taxes of all governmental

23

units due on a parcel of land due in any one (1) year shall

24

be combined into one (1) certificate.

25
26

27
28

29

Section 10.

Section 197.121, subsection (1) of section

197.132, and section 197.136, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement,
are amended to read:
197.121

Collector not to sell certificates on land on

which taxes have been paid; penalty.--If any tax collector

30
31

12

155-5B

1

sells any tax certificates on land upon which the taxes have

2

been paid, the office of the tax collector shall be liable

3

for all legitimate expenses to which the owner may be put in

4

clearing his title, including a reasonable attorney's fee to

5

be fixed by the court, and refund to the state all amounts for

6

which it may be credited on account of the illegal sale, in-

7

eluding cost of advertising.

8

shall be responsible to the publisher for costs of advertising

9

lands on which the taxes have been paid, and the office of

The office of the tax collector

10

the tax assessor shall be responsible to the publisher for the

11

costs of advertising lands doubly assessed or assessed in

12

error.

13

197.132

14

(1)

Duplicate certificates.--

If application is made to the board of county

15

commissioners for issuance of a duplicate tax sale certificate

16

instead of a certificate alleged by affidavit to be the property

17

of affiant and to have been lost or destroyed, the board may

18

authorize the tax collector to issue a duplicate certificate

19

upon such reasonable terms, conditions, and assurances as the

20

board may require.

21

marked or stamped "duplicate," and the tax collector e:l:e:!!lt

22

shall thereupon issue it to the affiant upon payment of two

23

dollars and enter the fact of the duplicate in the tax sale

24

record opposite the entry of the sale for which the lost or

25

destroyed certificate was issued.

26

place a notation of the alleged loss or destruction, whether

27

the duplicate is issued or not.

--..2·8
29

The duplicate certificate shall be plainly

If the tax· collector certifies

to the board of county commissioners that a tax sale certificat
belonging to the county has been lost or misplaced, the board

30
31

He shall enter in the same

13

1

shall enter an order in its minute book directing the collector

2

to issue and file in his office a duplicate certificate.
197.136

3

4

Certificate of sale.--Immediately after the tax

sale, the tax collector shall give to the purchaser a certifi-

5

cate of sale describing the lands ptt�ehasea and the amount

6

paid therefor, which amount shall bear interest from the

7 date of sale at the rate bid by a purchaser.

The form of

8

the certificate shall be as prescribed by the department

9

of revenue.

10

11

Section 11.

Section 197.151 and subsection (1) of

section 197.156, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, are amended

12 to read:
13
14

197.151

Tax sale certificates belonging to the county

held by the tax collector; redemption.--

15

( 1)

All tax sale certificates issued to the county or

16

any municipality shall be·held by the tax collector of the

17

county where the lands covered by the certificates are located.

18

All certificates held by the county shall be enforce·d in the

20

what governmental unit's taxes the certificates relate.

19. manner Erescribed for county certificates without regard to

21

(2)

The tax collector of the county is authorized and

22 directed to allow the redemption or purchase, in whole or in

23 part, when the part to be redeemed or purchased can be ascer24

tained by legal description, of any tax certificates held by

25 the county at any time before the vesting of title in the
-26 county,

The assessor shall, within fifteen (15) days after re-

27 quest from the collector, apportion the property into the parts

'-28 sought to be redeemed or purchased.

The payment of the amount

29 of the tax certificate or certificates, or the part thereof as
30
31

14

155-SB

1

the part to be redeemed or purchased bears to the whole and any

and all subsequent unpaid or omitted taxes due on the land to be

redeemed or purchased, shall be p_aid with interest thereon at

5
6
7

the rate of 18 percent per annum for the period of time from
the date of the certificate.

For each certificate redeemed,

or each county certificate purchased, or each omitted year,

the collector shall receive a fee of five dollars ($5). ttntf±

8

Ap�±l-l-0£-the-yea�-fel±ew±ng-the-aate-e§-the-eert±f±eateT

9

A±±-£ttnds-ee±±eeted-ttnder-th±s-seet±en-�hall-be-e±str±btttee

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
-26
27
°

'2 8
29
30

as-prev±decl-±n-§±9�7±8±7
197.156

Redemption of tax sale certificates sold to

purchaser other than county.-(1)

Any person, er-agent-e£-any-persen7 owning or

claiming lands upon which a tax sale certificate has been sold,
or any part or parcel thereof or any interest therein, or the

creditor of any owner or claimant, may redeem the lands at any

time after the issuance of the tax sale certificate and before
a tax deed is issued by paying to the tax collector-in the

county where the land is situated the face amount of the

certificate of sale, or the part thereof as the part or interest
redeemed shall bear to the whole, upon the collector being

furnished within fifteen (15) days by the tax eettnty assessor

e£-ta�es with a certificate apportioning the value to the part
or parts sought to be redeemed and to the remaining land or
lands under said certificate or certificates, according to

their respective part or parts, the apportionment to be made

upon the basis of valuation.

Upon redemption being made, the

person redeeminq the tax sale certificate shall pay all taxes,
interest, costs, and charges, and omitted taxes if any as

provided by law upon the part or parts of the certificate ±and

31
15

155-5B

l

so redeemed or purchased, with interest as stated in the

2

certificate from the date of the certificate to the date of

3

redemption�,

When a tax sale certificate is redeemed and the

4

_interest earned on the tax sale certificate is less than five

5

,Percent (5%) of the face amount of the certificate, then a

6

m_andatory charge of five percent (5%) shall be levied upon

7

_the tax sale certificate.

8

_certificate shall pay the interest rate bid or the five percent

9

_(5%) mandatory charge whichever is greater.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

'�8

The person redeeming the tax sale

_to all tax sale certificates except those with an interest

_rate bid of zero percent (0%). btlt-net-iess-than-5-pereent-ef
the-£aee-ametlnt-e£-the-eert±£±eate,-and-a-serv±ee-eharge-e£-twe
deiiars-£er-eaeh-eere±£±eaee.
Section 12.

Section 197.176, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.176

Redemption of portion of tax certificate.--

Any portion of land, or interest therein, contained in a tax
sale certificate or certificates heid-by-the-eettnty 7 -er-he¼a
by-an-±nd±v±dttai-ent±tied-te-redeem-the-same-by-a-eert±£±eate
e£-redempt±en 7 may be redeemed by-a-ee�t±f±eaee-ef-the-trans£er
er-reaempt±en under the hand and official seal of the tax
collector, upon his being furnished by the tax eettnty assessor
e£-ta�es with a certificate apportioning the value to that
the portion sought to be redeemed and to the remaining land
or lands under said certificate or certificates, according to
their respective portion, said apportionment to be made upon
the basis of valuation.

The tax collector shall submit to the

tax assessor a written request for apportionment and the

29
30
31

This shall appl�

16

1

assessor shall, within fifteen (15) pays, return the apportion-

2

ment to the collector.

3

terestL costs, and charges as provided by law upon the portion

4
5
6
7

The person shall pay all taxes, in-

of the land being redeemed.
Section 13.

Sections 197.181, 197.186 and 197.191,

Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, are amended to read:
197.181

Duty of the collector as to redemption of

8

land.--It shall be the duty of the tax collector to enter on

9

the record of tax sales the partial or total redemption or

10

sale of every tax certificate made through him, and he shall

11

also keep7 -±n-a-beek-ee-be-ftt�n±shed-h±m-by-ehe-depar�men�-ef

12

reventte,-as a permanent record ef-�he-e££±ee,-a-eempleee-and

13

fttll-reeerd of all sales and redemptions, giving the number of

14

the tax certificate, the date of the tax certificate, the

15

amount or proportionate amount of the face value of the cer-

16

tificate, and the disposition of the proceeds, with the date

17

thereof in a form approved by the department of revenue.

18

The collector shall remit to the general fund of each taxing

19

unit all amounts due the unit from the certificate, and shall

20

file with the board of county commissioners a report showing

21

the amount of money collected and disposition thereof in detail.

22

197.186

Disposition of unclaimed redemption moneys

23

fttnds.--When money is held� the tax collector fer-a-per±ed-ef

24

ninety-days for the redemption of tax certificates, which

25

moneys are by the course of law provided to be paid over to

'26

the holder of a redeemed tax certificate reaeemea, but as to

27

which the tax collector has not made payment over to the tax

-28
29

certificate holder legal-titlehelder of record, either-be
eattse-e£-ehe-£a±ittre-e£-ehe-persen-ene±eled-ee-ela±m-ehe-same

30
31

17

1

er-£er-any-ether-eattse,-the-e££±eer-sha±±-en-Janttary-±-e£-eaeh

2

year-£er-any-ether-eattse the tax collector shall upon the

3

expiration of ninety (90) days from the receipt of the moneys

4

remit on the first day of the following quarter £erthw±th-en

5

Janttary-±-e£-eaeh-year-rem±t to the board of county commis

6

sioners the unclaimed redemption moneys less the sum of one

7

dollar on each hundred dollars or fraction thereof, which

8

shall be retained by the collector as service charges.

9

a-per±ed-e£-twe Two years after the £rem date the unclaimed

10

redemption moneys were remitted to the board of county com

11

missioners, e£-±ssttanee-e£-tax-deed 7 all claims to such moneys

12

£ttnds are hereby declared to be forever barred and such moneys

13

£ttnds shall become the property of the county.
197.191

14

After

Redemption before November 1.--When application

15

is made before November 1 of any year for the redemption of

16

lands heretofore or hereafter sold for taxes, the person

17

applying for redemption shall not be required to pay the taxes

18

for the year in which redemption is made.

19

in which such redemption is made, if u�paid, shall continue to

20

be a lien against the lands, and, if not paid before a tax

21

sale is held in the county, the same shall be included by the

22

tax collector in his sale as are other lands.

23

be extended by the tax assessor, if the property is redeemed

24

before the completion of the rolls, and by the tax collector,

25

if the property is redeemed after the completion of the �alls.

26

�he-tax-ee±±eeter-sha±±-±ffllll.ed±ate±y-net±£y-the-e±erk-e£-the

27

e±rett±t-eettrt-and-tax-assessef-ttpen-the-redempt±en-e£-any

-28
29
30
31

±ands.

Taxes for the year

The taxes shall

However, in the event the party redeeming pays the

current years' taxes for the year of redemption during the
18

1

time when discounts are allowed for payment of taxes, then

2

the same discounts shall be allowed the party as are allowed

3

in other cases of the payment of taxes.

4
5
6

Section 14.

Section 197.201, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.201

Tax collector shall notify assessor and-e±erk

7

of the purchase or redemption of county-owned tax certificates

8

and-the-±sstlanee-e£-deeds.

9

cate held by the county is redeemed or purchased,-er-tlpen-the

Immediately after any tax certifi

10

±setlaftee-e£-any-tax-deed-ef-tlpen-the-isstlanee-e£-any-deed-made

11

by-the-beard-e£-eetlRty-eefflfflissieners, the collector shall notify

12

the tax assessor ancl-the-e±erk, advising him eaeh-e£-them

13

the name of the assignee or grantee, the description of the

14

property, and the year for which taxes were last collected.

15
16
17

Section 15.

Section 197.216, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.216

Cancellation of void omitted taxes or sub

18

sequent certificates.--If the holder of any tax sale certifi

19

cate should pay, redeem, or cause to be canceled and surrendered

20

any other tax sale certificate, or should pay or redeem any

21

subsequent and omitted taxes, in connection with an application

22

for tax deed er-in-eenneetien-with-any-taR-£eree±e�tlre-pro

23

eeeeiR�e7 and if it should develop that the other tax sale

24

certificate or any of the subsequent and omitted taxes are

25

void for any reason, the collector shall forward a certificate

·26

of the fact to the department of revenue and enter upon the

27

records in his office a memorandum of the fact, as provided

'28
29

for in §197.206.

If the department, upon receipt of such

certificate, is satisfied of the correctness thereof, the

.30
31

19

1

tax collector shall refund to the person so paying or redeeming

2

the other tax sale certificate, or to the person so paying the

3

subsequent and omitted taxes, in connection with an application

4

5

amount received by the state, and thereupon the county commis

6

sioners, and any school district, school board, drainage

7

district, or other district, commission, or governmental sub

8

division or agency shall likewise refund the amount received

9

by it in accordance with the provisions of §197.206.

10

Subsections (1), (2) and (5) of section

11

197.236, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, are amended to

12

read:

13

197.236

14

(!)

15

Limitation upon lien of tax certificates.-

A period of seven (7) twenty years is declared

·to be the life of any tax certificate issued against any lands

16

and held by any private holder.

17

twenty years shall be computed from the date of the issuance

18

of the tax certificate.

19

(2)

The period of seven (7)

When such certificate becomes seven (7) twenty

20

years old, the certificate is deemed and held to be barred by

21

this statute of limitation, and no action on the certificate

22

may be maintained by any private holder in any court of this

23

state, and no tax deed shall issue therefor.

24

......

Section 16.

(5)

After the expiration of seven (7) twenty years

25

from the date of issuance of any tax sale certificate �ssued

26

against any land for taxes, when no application for a tax

27

deed or other administrative or legal proceeding has existed

28

of record, the tax sale certificates is e�e declared null and

29

void, and the tax collector shall cancel all seven (7) twenty

..

30
31

20

1

year old tax sale certificates, noting the date of the cancel

2

lation of any of the tax sale certificates upon all appro-

3

priate records in his office.

4

cancellation by entering opposite the record of the seven (7)

5

year old tax sale certificate a notation in substantially the

6

following form:

7

All certificates outstanding on the effective date of this act

8

shall have a life of twenty (20) years.

9
10
11
12

13

The collector shall complete the

"Canceled by Act of 1973 Florida Legislature."

Section 17.

Section 197.241, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.241

Application for obtaining tax deed by holder

of tax sale certificate; fees.-(1)

Tax deeds on real estate ±neitlded-±n-a-tax-saie

14

ee�t±f±eate-seid-£e�-nenpayment-e£-the-taxes may be obtained

15

by the holder of a tax certificate, in the following manner:

16

The holder of any tax certificate other than the county may at

17

any time after two years have elapsed since April 1 of the

18

year of issuance of the tax sale certificate and before the

19

expiration of seven (7) twenty years from the date of issuance,

20

file the certificate and an application for a tax deed with

21

the tax collector of the county where the lands described in

22

the certificate are located�,

23

tax collector that he desires the lands, or any part thereof

24

which is capable of being readily separated from the whole,

25

advertised for sale as provided in §197.246.

26

applications on more than one tax sale certificate are pro

27

hibited.

28

The holder shall notify±ng the

Consolidated

(Substantial rewording of subsection (2).

29.

See §197.241(2), F.S., 1972 Supplement,

30

for present text.)

31
21

1
2
3
4

(2)

Any certificate holder other than the county making

application for a tax deed shall pay the collector all amounts
required for redemption or purchase of all other outstanding

tax certificates, plus interest, any omitted taxes, plus inter

s

est, and delinquent taxes plus interest, covering the land.

6

7

The distribution to certificate holders of record of tax certificates redeemed or purchased shall be made as prescribed by

8

the department of revenue.

9

er to the clerk of the circuit court a statement certifying

The tax collector shall then deliv-

10

that the names and addresses of all persons the clerk is re-

11

quired by law to notify prior to the sale of the property and

12

that payment has been made to the collector for all outstanding

13

certificates or if the certificate is held by the county that

14

all appropriate fees have been deposited. The clerk shall ad-

16

issuance of the deed and sale of the property as is provided in

17

§28.24. The certificate shall be signed by the collector and

18

his seal affixed.

19

for errors and omissions of his office in making such certifi-

20

cates.

15

21

vertise and administer the sale and receive such fees for the

(3)

The collector may purchase a reasonable bond

The county shall make application for a deed on

22

all certificates two (2) years from the date the taxes to

23

which they relate were due.

24

eettn�ies A county shall apply for a deed on all certificates

25

in their possession that have been in their possession for more

26

than two years.

27

shall deposit with the collector all applicable costs and fees

28

but shall not deposit any money to cover the redemption of other

29

outstanding certificates covering the land.

as-�hey-beeeme-�we-years-eia7--�he

Upon application for a tax deed the county

30
31

22

The opening bid

1

shall be the sum of the value of all outstanding certificates

2

against the land plus omitted years' taxes, delinquent taxes,

3

interest, and all costs and fees paid by the county.
(4)

4

If there are no bidders at the public sale, the

5

clerk shall enter the land on a list entitled "Lands Available

6

for Taxes" and shall immediately notify the county commission

7

and all other persons holding certificates against the land

8

that the land is available.

9

ninety (90) days after the day of offering for public sale

The county may, at any time within

10 purchase the land at the minimum bid.
11

After ninety (90) days

any person or governmental unit may purchase the land from the

12 clerk without further notice or advertising for the minimum
13 bid.
14

(5)

Taxes shall not be extended against parcels listed

15

as lands available for taxes, but in each year the taxes that

16

would have been due shall be treated as omitted years and added

17 to the required minimum bid.

Seven (7) years from the day the

18 land was offered for public sale the land shall escheat to
19 the state and the clerk shall execute a tax deed vesting title
20 in the trustees of the internal improvement fund.

21

Section 18.

Section 197.246, Florida Statutes, 1972

22 Supplement, is amended to read:
23

24
25
26

197.246

Notice, form of publication for obtaining tax

deed by holder.--

fil

Upon the receipt of the application as provided

by §197.241, and after the proper charges have been paid,

27 the clerk shall eattse-a-Re�±ee-�e-be published a notice once
28 each week for four consecutive weeks at weekly intervals in a
29 newspaper selected as provided in §197.062.
30
31
23

The form of notice

1

of the application for a tax deed shall be as prescribed by the

2 department of revenue.

No tax deed sale shall be held ±sstled

3 until thirty days after the first publication of the notice.
4

Section 19.

Subsection (2) is added to section 197.266,

5 Florida Statutes, to read:
6

197.266

7

(2)

Sale at public auction.--

The clerk of the circuit court shall demand immedi-

8 ate payment for cost by the highest bidder of an amount equal
9 to his bid plus applicable documentary stamp taxes and recordinc
10 fees.

The successful bidder shall make a reasonable deposit

11 within twentv-four (24) hours after the closing of the sale.
12 If a reasonable deposit is not timely received the clerk shall
13 cancel the bids and sell the property on the following day.

14

The clerk shall receive full payment prior to the issuance of

15 the tax deed.
16

Section 20.

18

197.256

Sections 197.256 and 197.261, Florida

17 Statutes, are amended to read:
Mailing notice to owner where application is

19 made by holder.-20

(1)

In addition to the publication of the notice pro-

21 vided for by §197.246, the clerk of the circuit court shall
22

mail a copy of the notice to the legal titleholder and lien-

23 holders of record, of the property and to each lienholder
24 as listed in the collectors certification ±£-afly, who claims a
25 lien thereon at the date of the filing of the application for
26 obtaining tax deed, if the address of the owner appears on the
27 record of the conveyance of the lands to the owner, or, if the
28 address of the owner does not appear thereon, then the notice
29 shall be mailed to the owner to whom the property was assessed
30
31
24

1 on the tax roll for the year in which the property was last

2 assessed, or, if the name and address of such person does not

3 appear thereon, then the notice shall be mailed to the person
4 last paying taxes upon the lands.

If, upon diligent search,

5 no address can be found, then no notice shall be required.

The

6 collector shall also mail notices to other lienholders who
7 make application to his office.

The clerk shall mail a copy of

8 the notice to each mortgagee who has complied with the p.ro9 visions of §197.261.

The clerk shall also mail a notice to

10 vendees of recorded contracts for deed or those who have made

11 application to receive tax notices, including those making

12 application for homestead exemption. The clerk shall enclose
13 with every copy mailed a statement as follows: "i'?arning, pro14

perty in which you are interested is listed in the copy of

16

to the affidavit of the publisher of the-pttbi±eat±en-ef-the

17

net±ee, a certificate containing the names and addresses of

18

those persons to whom the copy was sent and the date thereof.

15

the enclosed notice"; and. the clerk shall make out and attach

19 The certificate shall be signed by the clerk and his official
20

seal affixed.

21

of the fact that the notice was mailed.

The certificate shall be prima facie evidence
In the event the

22 addresses of the owners, if any, do not appear on the tax roll
23 as-a£erese±e7 and the address of the person last p2ying taxes
24

upon the lands is not shown, the clerk shall execute e.nei-e-e-eee

25

te--ehe-pree£-e£-pttbl±ee-e±en a certificate sealee-w±th-h±s

26

ef£±e±ai-seai to this effect.

27

tract vendee, mortgagee, er municipalityL or other taxing dis-

28

The failure of the owner, con-

trict to receive the notice shall not effect the validity of

29
30

31
25

1

the tax deed issued pursuant to the notice.
(2)

2

3

The notice referred to in this section may be

sent any time not later than twenty days prior to the date of

4 sale, and a printed copy of the notice as published in the
5
6

newspaper shall be sufficient.
197.261

Fees for mailing additional notices, when

7

application is made by holder.--When the certificate holder

8

makes a written request for him to do so and furnishes him

9 with the names and addresses at the time of the filing of the
10

application, the clerk shall send a copy of the notice re-

11

ferred to in §197.256 to anyone to whom the certificate holder

12 may request him to send it, and the clerk shall include in it
13

the statement ee��±£±ea�e required in §197.256.

The certifi-

14 cate holder. shall pay the clerk the sum of twenty-five cents

15 for preparing and mailing.each copy· of notice requested by the
16 holder.

When the charges are made, they shall be added by

17 the clerk to the amount required to redeem the land from sale.
18

Section 21.

Section 197.271, Florida Statutes, 1972
/

19 Supplement, is amended to read:
20

197.271

Tax deeds.--All tax deeds shall be issued

21 in the name of a county and shall be signed by the clerk of
22 the county. The deed shall be witnessed by two witnesses,
23 the official seal shall be attached thereto, and the deed
24 shall be acknowledged or proven as other deeds.

Except as

25 specifically provided in chapter 197, no right, interest,
26 restriction, or other covenant shall survive the issuance of
27 a tax deed.
28 §28.24.

The charges by the clerk shall be as provided in

Tax deeds issued to a purchaser of land for delinquen

29 taxes shall be in the form prescribed by the department of
30
31

26

1 revenue.

All deeds issued pursuant to this section shall be

2 prima facie evidence of the regularity of all proceedings from
3 the valuation of the lands to the issuance of the deed, inclu4 sive.
5

Section 22.

Subsection (2) of section 197.291, Florida

6 Statutes, 1972 Supplement, is amended to read:
7

197.291

8

(2)

Disbursement of proceeds of sale.--

If the property is purchased for an amount in

9 excess of the statutory bid of the certificate holder, the
10 excess shall be paid over and disbursed by the clerk. �e-the

11 gevernmenta¼-ttn±ts-and-egene±es-he¼e±ng-¼±ens-£er-genera¼-taxes
12 ttpen-the-preperty-£er-the-payment-e£-the-±±ens-±n-£tt±±,-±£-the
13 exeess-±s-stt££±e±ent-£er-the-pttrpese7--f£-the-exeess-±s-net
14 s ti.£ £:i:e±ent-te-pay-the-±±ens-:i:n-f ti.:l::l:,-ee.ei·,-tax±ng-d:i:st'l'.'±et-she.:l. ±
15

16

ae-pa±a-that-p�epe�e±en-�s-the-amettnt-ef-:i:ts-¼±ens-bear-te-the

teta:l:-amettnt-ef-�he-¼±ens-e£-a±:l:-tax±ng-e±st�±ets7--�he-tax±ng

17 d±str±ets-sha±±-'l'.'eta±n-±±ens-ttpen-the-prepefty-fer-the-rema±n18 ±ng-ttnpaid-a�ettnt7--ff-any-exeess-rema:i:ns-a£ter-the-payment
19 e£-al:l:-:l:±ens-£er-genera:l.-taxes-ttpen-the-preperty-and-there:_are

20

ttnpa±d-±:i:ens-£er-spee±a¼-assessments-he:l:a-by-any-tax±ng-d±s21 tr±et,-the-e:l:er�-shai:l:-pay-the-exeess-�e-the-tax±ng-d±str±et7
22 The clerk shall distribute the excess to the governmental
23

units for the payment of any lien of record held by a·

the-spec±a±-assess-

24

governmental unit against the property.

26

all of such spee±a:l:-assessment liens in full, the governmental

25

ment-±±ens� In the event the excess is not sufficient to pay

27 � tax±ng-d±str±ets shall be paid the excess pro rata in
28 full satisfaction of the lien.

en-the-seme-bas±s-as-pfovided

29 he�e±n-fef-the-pa�e±a:l:-paymene-of-genera:l:-tax-¼±ene 7 -and-no
30
31
27

l

±±ens-seettr±ng-spee±a±-assessmenes-sha±±-ee-reea±ned-ttpen
2 the-property� If, after all liens of record for-genera±-ta�es

3 and-spee±a±-assessments of the governmental units �aHiR�-eis•
4 er±ets upon the property are paid in full, there remains a

5 balance of undistributed funds, the balance of the purchase

6 price shall be retained by the clerk for the beneift of the per-

7 son who on the day of the sale was 0£ the legal titlehol_der of

The clerk shall mail a notice to the legal titleholder

a

record.

9

of record notifying him of the funds held for his benefit and

10

shall pay to him upon demand the entire balance less a S8rvice

11

charge of one dollar on each hundred dollars or fraction there-

12 of.

Excess proceeds shall be held and disbursed in the same

13 manner as unclaimed redemption moneys in §197 .186.
14

Section 23.

Subsection (1) of section 197.302, Florida

15 Statutes, 1972 Supplement, is amended to read:
16
17
18

197.302

County delinquent tax lands; method and pro-

cedure for sale by county.-(1)

Lands acquired by any county of the state for

19

delinquent taxes in accordance with law ttnder-ehe-prev±s±ens

20

0£-eh±s-ehapeer which have not been previously sold or dedicat

21

ed by the board of county commissioners 0£-ehe-eettney may,

22

at its ±n-ehe discretion 0£-ehe-eoard-0£-e0tlney-ee��±ss±oners,

23
24
25
26

be conveyed ey-ehe-eeare. to the record fee simple owner of such
lands as of the date 0£ the £±na±-deeree-whereey-�he county
obtained title to the lands eeeame-qtt±eeed-±n-ehe-eottney.
However, before any conveyance shall be made, the former

27 owner of the lands may she±± file with the board of county com28 missioners a verified written application which shall show:

29

30

(a)

The description of the lands for which a conveyance

31
28

1 is sought;
2

(b)

The name and address of the former owner;

3

(c)

The date title was acquired bv the county; e£

4 the-£±nal-deeree-ttnder-wh±eh-the-t±tie-te-the-iands-was-qtt±eted
5
6

±n-the-eottnty;
(d)

The price of the lands as previously fixed by

7 resolution of the board of county commissioners, if this has
8 been done;
(e)
9

The use to which the lands were enjoyed by the

10 record fee sim le owner at the time of ac uisition by the
11 county; £erreer-ewner-et-the-t±�e-e£-entry-e£-the-£±nai-deeree;
12

(f)

A brief statement of the facts and circumstances

13 upon which the former owner bases the request for restitution
14 of the described property;

15
16

(g)

An offer to pay an an:ount equal to all taxes,

including municipal taxes and liens, if any, which had become

17 delinquent, together with interest and costs provided by law.
18

Section 24.

Section 197.311, Florida Statutes, 1972

19 Supplement, is amended to read:
20

197.311

Grantee of tax deed entitled to immediate

21 possession.--Any person, firm, corporation, or county who 1s
22 the grantee of any tax deed under this law, -er-eny-eettnty

23 aeqtt±r±ng-iands-£er-dei±nqttent-teMes-es-he�e±n-prev±ded 7 -er-the
24 eettntyi s-graneee-e£-ehe-iands-ttpen-saie-as-here±n-atteher±2ee 7

25 shall be entitled to the immediate possession of the lands des26 cribed in the deed e�-;ttegment. If a demand for possession is
27 refused, the purchaser eettnty-er-ettyer may apply to the circuit
28 court for a writ of assistance upon five days' notice directed
29 to the person refusing to deliver possession.
30
31
29

Upon service of

1

the responsive pleadings, if any, the matter shall proceed as

2

in chancery cases.

3

order shall be issued by the court directing the sheriff to

4

put the grantee in possession of the lands.

5

Section 25.

If the court finds for the applicant, an

Section 197.351, Florida Statutes, 1972

6 Supplement, is amended to read:
7

197.351

When taxes not due at time of sale.--When it

8

appears to the department of revenue that the taxes on any
land
heretofore sold, or that may hereafter be sold, £1. �e
9
10 the county for taxes were not due at the time of the sale upon
11 the lands or any part thereof embraced in any certificate of
12 sale, or that the sale was otherwise illegal or improper, the
13 department shall have the power to cause the certificate to be
14 canceled, in whole or in part, _or cause it to be surrendered,

15 in the manner and upon the terms as may in its judgment be

16 best to protect the interest of the state and county and do
17 justice to the owners.
18

The collector shall make the cancel-

lation or surrender and refund to the owner of the certificate

19 on the order of the department.
20

Section 26 .

Subsection (4) of section 197.356, Florida

21

Statutes, 1972 Supplement, is amended and subsections
22 (6), (7), and (8) are added to said section to read:
23
24

.197.356
(4)

(5) ,--

Implementation of this act.--

All clerks of the circuit court and municipalities

25

shall deliver to the county tax collector all lists of land

26

sold for taxes rle±in�uen�-�ax-�e±±s and certificates for his

27

collection.

Every municipality which on January 1, 1973, had

28

delinquent taxes for which certificates have never been sold

29

shall retain until January 1, 1980, the power and duty to

30
31
30

1 enforce the taxes as if this act and chapter 72-268, Laws of

2 Florida, had not been enacted.

All such municipal taxes shall

3 on Januar:r 1, 1980, be extinguished, null and.void, unenforce4 able and uncollectible in any manner and shall have no effect

5 on the marketability of the title in any way.
(5) The clerks of the circuit court shall deliver
6

7 to the collectors all records necessary for the administration

8 of their duties under this chapter.
9

(6)

All certificates issued 12rior to the effective date

10 of cha:eter 72-268, Laws of Florida, shall remain in force with
11 all riqhts then vested :elus any that are created by chapter
12 72-268, exce:et that the interest rate limit of eight percent
13

(8%) for all years subseguent to the first year after issuance

14 shall remain in effect.
15

(7)

The repeal by this act or c�aJter 72-268, Laws of

16 Florida, of a curative :erovision that validates an};'.: docur:ient

17 or act by any official under the erovisions of chapter 197

18 shall not be int�;:p_:r-eted as an imoairment of the validation.
19

(8)

The tax collector shall administer all lists of

20 lands sold for taxes delivered to him by any governmental
21 agency in the same manner as prescribed for county taxes.
22

(9)

All unclaimed redem2tion moneys and tax deed sur-

23 plus monexs in the 12ossession of the state shall if still

24
25

unclaimed two (2) years from the effective date of this act
become the 12roJ2!rti of the state.

26

.Section 27.

28

95.

29

. (1)

A new section is added to chapter 95,

27 Florida Statutes, to read:
Limitation ueon acting against tax deeds.-When a tax deed has been issued to any Eerson

30 under §197.271, for four (4) years, no action shall be brouqht

31 by the former owner of the eroEerty, or claimants under him.
31

1

(2)

When a tax deed is issued conveying or attempting

2 to convey real property before a patent has been issued thereon
3 by the United States, or before a conveyance by the state, and
4

thereafter a patent by the United States or a conveyance by

5

the state is issued to the person to whom the property was

6

assessed, or a claimant under him, and the tax deed grantee,

7

or a claimant under him has paid the taxes for four (4)

8

successive years at any time after the issuance of the patent

9

or conveyance, the patentee, or grantee and claimants under

10

him, shall be presumed to have abandoned the property and any

11

right, title, and interest in it.

12

tax deed grantee, and claimants under him, is the legal owner

13

of the property described by the tax deed.

14

(3)

Upon such abandonment, the

This statute applies whether the tax deed grantee,

15

or claimants under him, has been in actual possession of the

16

property described in the tax deed or not.

17

been issued to property in the actual possession of the leqal

18

owner and he, or claimants under him, continues in actual

19

possession one (1) year after issuanc2 of the tax deed and be-

20

fore an action to eject him is begun, subsections (1) and

If a tax deed has

21

(2) shall not apply.

22

Section 197.286, Florida Statutes, 1972
Supplement, is transferred to chapter 95 and amended to read:

23
24

Section 28,

95.

Limitations when tax deed holder in possession

25

tt�en-reeevery-ef-iand-in-pessessien-ef-tax-deed-heider.--lvhen

26

the holder of a tax deed goes into actual possession7 -eeettpafle

27 and-ttse of the real property ¾ana-emb�aeed described in the
28

tax deed, ana-eentinttes-in-it-£e�-a-peried-e£-£ettr-years7

29 no action to recover £er-tae-reeevery-e£-the possession of the
30
31
32

l property thefeef shall be maintained brettght by a former owner
2 or other adverse claimant unless the action sueh-su:i::e-:i::s
3 commenced is begun i·t:i::th:i::n-'!!he-re:1::i:ecl-e£ four years after
4

the holder of under the tax deed has gone ente:1:ecl into the

5 actual possession-; -=- eeeupaney-ana-1:3.se--ef-t.1'te-laRei-eHU3raeeel
6

:i::n-the-eaM-aeea�--�he-he±aer-e€-t.he-t.aM-aeea 7 -wAeR-the-rea!

7 estaee-:i::s-:i::ft-acl"1'erse-a.etua±-13essess:i:en7 -eec1:3.flane:'.;'-aFte.-us-e-ef
8

ai:-,.y-r,ersen-;-sha:l:l-ttet-be-ett'l:.:i::e±ee.-ee-3:eeever-pessess:i:ea-ef

9 the-:1:ea:l:-esta�e-1:3.ne.er-the-eaM-cleecl-1:3.tt:l:ess-att-aee:i:en-ie:1:-'l:.he
10

reeevery-:i::s-b:1:e1:3.ght-w:i::th:i::n-feu3:-yea:1:s-f:1:em-the-eaee-ef-the

11

taM-cleecl-;-eut-m:i::ne:1:s-er-:i::neem13etent-pe:1:sens-er-seate-13r:i::sefte�s

12 reay-eeF.P.enee-su:i::t-er-J3reeeeclings-uncle3:-this-seee:i::en-w:i::th:i::n

13 ehree-yea:1:s-afeej,-ehe-e�see!'i'!oittuattee-ef-el'le-a.isab:i:::l::i::-ey.---Herf14 ever,-fte-13reeed1:3.re-sha:1:±-be-eeffimetteecl-by-afly-persett 7 -rega:1:e
l5 :l:ess-ef-cl:i::sab:i::±:i::ty,-after�twen�y-yea:1:s-£3:em-the-:i::sstlanee
16 ef-the-�a¥.-eeed7

When the real pronertv is adversel

assessed

17 &y any person, no action shall be brouaht by the tax deed
18 holder unless the action is begun within four (4) years from
19 the dc1.te of the deed.
20

Section 29.

21 amended to read:
22

125.39

Section 125.39, Florida Statutes, 1971, is

Nonapplicability to county lands acquired for

23 delinquent taxes.--The provisions of this law shall not be
24

construed to cover the sale or disposition of these-lands

25

ae�tt:i:fed-ey-any-eeunty-fef-clei:i::n�uent-ta¥.es-ane-whieh-afe

26 deser:i::eed-:i::n-the-eeek-des:i::gnated-lleeuttty-¼attds-ae�ttifed-£er
27 de¼:i::n�ttettt-ta¥.es, ll -efl-£:i::ie-in-the-e££iee-e£-the-e±e:1:k-e£-the
28 e:i::reu:i::t-eeuft-e£-any-eeunty7 -e:1: any land conveyed to any county
29 for a specific purpose and containing a reversionary clause
30

31
33

1 whereby said land shall revert to the grantor or grantors upon
2 failure to use said real property for such purpose.
Section �O. Section 197.251, Florida Statutes, 1972
3
4 Supplement, is transferred and renumbered subsection (2) of
5 section 197.246, Florida Statutes, and subsection (3) is
6 added to said section to read:
7

197.246

Notice, form of publication for obtaining tax

8 deed by holder:
(3) Upon ultimate disposition of the application for
9

10 a tax deed the clerk shall enter his certificate of notice and

11 his certificate of advertising in the public records of the

12 county with such other relevant documents as may be required

13 by the department of revenue.
14

Section 31.

Section 173.01, Florida Statutes, 1971, is

15 amended to read:
16

173.01

Foreclosure of municipal tax certificates

17 Authorized.--The lien of any �nd all taxes, except those �d
18 valorem taxes collectible by the county tax collector, tax
19 certificates and special assessments he�e�o£ore-or-herea£ter
20 imposed by any incorporated city or town in the state upon
21 real estate may be foreclosed by such city or town by suit in
22 chancery.

The practice, pleading and procedure in any such

2 3 suit shall be in substantial accordance with the practice,
24

pleading and procedure for the foreclosure of mortgages of

25 real estate, except as herein otherwise provided.
26

Section 32.

Subsection (1) of section 193.102, Florida

27 Statutes, 1971, is amended to read:
28

193.102

Lands subject to tax sale certificates;

29 assessments; taxes not extended.-30

31
34

1
3
4

(1)

All lands against which the state holds any tax

sale certificate or other lien for delinquent taxes assessed
for the year 1940 or prior years shall be assessed for the
year 1941 and subsequent years in like manner and to the same

s

effect as if no taxes against such lands were delinquent.

6

Should the taxes on such lands not be paid as required by law,

7 such lands shall be sold or the title thereto shall become
8

vested in the county, in like manner and to the same effect as

9 other lands upon which taxes are delinquent are sold or the
10

title to which becomes vested in the county under this law.

11

Such lands upon which tax certificates have been issued to

12

this state, when sold by the county for delinquent taxes, may

13 be redeemed in the manner prescribed by this law; provided,
14

15

that all tax certificates held by the state on such lands
I
shall be redeemed at the same time, and the clerk of the

16 circuit court shall disperse the money as provided by law.
17 After the title to any such lands against which the state
18

holds tax certificates becomes vested in the county as provided

19 by this law, the county may sell such lands in the same manner
20 as provided in §197.302

§:l:9=t.=tee,

and the clerk of the circuit

21 court shall distribute the proceeds from the sale of such lands
22

by the board of county commissioners in proportion to the

23 interest of the state, the several taxing units, and the funds
24 of such units, as may be calculated by the clerk.
25

Section 33.

Subsection (6) of section 193.481, Florida

26 Statutes, 1971, is amended to read:
27

193.481

Assessment of oil, mineral, and other subsurfac

28 rights.-29
30
31
35

l

(6)

Tax certificates and tax liens encumbering sub-

2 surface rights, as aforesaid, may be acquired, purchased,

3 transferred, and enforced as are tax certificates and tax liens
4 encumbering real property generally, including the issuance

5 of a tax deed. feree!esttre-ef-�he-sa:me�
6

Section 34.

Subsection (2) of section 197.465, Florida

7 Statutes, 1969, as amended by chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida,
8 appearing as subsection (3) of section 197.141,.Florida

9 Statutes, 1972 supplement, subsections (3) and (6) of section
10 197.236, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, as created by
11 chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida, subsection (3) of section 197.12 291, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, as created by chapter

13 72-268, Laws of Florida, section 197.610, Florida Statutes,
1 4 1969, as amended by chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida,
15

appearing as section 197.316, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supple-

16 ment, section 197.615, Florida Statutes, 1969, as amended
17 by chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida, appearing as section
18 197.321, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, section 197.680,
19 Florida Statutes, 1969, as amended by chapter 72-268, Laws
20 of Florida, appearing as section 197.331, Florida Statutes,
21 1972 Supplement, and section 197.665, Florida Statutes, 1969,
22 as amended by chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida, appearing as
23 section 197.336, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, are
24
25

ereby repealed.
Section 35.

Subsection (6) of section 50.061, Florida

26 Statutes, 1971, subsection (4) of section 167.434, Florida
27 Statutes, 1969, as amended by chapter 72-368, Laws of Florida,
28 subsection (4) of section 193.481, Florida Statutes, 1969,
29 appearing as subsection (5) of section 193.481, Florida
30

31

36

1 Statutes, 1971, sections 211.14, 211.15, and 211.16, Florida
2 Statutes, 1971, are hereby repealed.
3

Section 36.

All local acts or general acts of local

4 application providing for interest rates, delinquency a'ates,
5 methods of payment, collection, or satisfaction of delinquent
6

taxes different from general law are repealed to the extent of

7 such conflict.

This act shall also repeal all such acts pro-

8

hibiting the issuance of tax certificates or warrants for

9

delinquent ad valorem property taxes.

10

11

Section 37.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1973.

12
13
14

15
16
17
18

19
20

21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
37
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6

h bill to be entitled
An a.ct relating to the collection o_f ad
valorem taxes;. amending §§197.012, 197.016,
197.056, 197.�62(2), 197.072(1) and (2),
'197.076, 197.082, 197.106(1) and (2), 19,7.116-

8

(3) and (4). and adding subsection (6) thereto,

9

197.121(1), 197.132, 197.136, 197.151, 197.156-

10

{1), 1�7.176, 197.181, 197.186, 197.191, 197.-

11

201, 197.21G, 197.236(1), (2)! and (5), 197.-

12

241, 197.246, adding subsection (2) to §197.266,

. 13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20

amending §§197.256, 197.261, 197.271, 197.291(2),
197.302(1), 197.311, 197.351, 197.356(4) and
adding subsections (5), (6), (7), (8), and
(9) thereto, all Florida Statutes, 1972
Supplement; adding a new section to chapter 95,
Florida Statutes; transferring §197,286, Florida
Statut�s, 1972 Supplement, to chapter 95, Florida
Statutes, and amending said section; amending

21.

§125.39, Florida Statutes, 1971; transferring

22

and renumbering §197.251, Florida Statutes, 1972

23
24

Supplement, as subsection (2) of §197.246,
Florida Statutes; amending §§173.01, 193.102(1),

25

and §193.481(6), all Florida Statutes, 1971;

26

providing for time of discounts; providing for

27

distributions of taxes collectea providing for

'28

collections on railroad spurs; providing statutes

29
30

31

of limitation for tax liens, certificates, and
suits for recovery of land acquired by tax
deed; providing thnt chapter 197 is the exclusive

l

means of enforcing a tax certificate; providing

2

an interest rate on personal property; ��ovic.ling

3

for a single certificate per year; providing a

4

fee to the.tax collector for redemptions,

5

purchases bf county certificates
and omitted
.
.

6

years taxes; c+arifying the minimum five percent

• 7

(5%} charge on certificates; providing for dis

8

tribution of unclaimed redemption money and

9

sale proceeds; providing for procedural require

10

ments and duties in the redemption of tax certi

11

ficates; providing for the time and methods of

12

enforci�g tax certificates; providing for sales

13

of property at public auction; providing for

14

notices; providing for distribution of proceeds

15

of sales; providing for a method for sale of

16
17
18
19

property acquired by the county through tax pro
ceedings; providing for implementation procedures;
repealing §197.465(2), Florida Statutes, 1969, as
amended by chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida,

20

appearing as §197.141(3), Florida Statutes, 1972

21

Supplement, §197.236(3) and (6), Florida Statutes,

22
23
24

1972 Supplement, as created by chapter 72-268,
Laws of Florida, §197.291(3), Florida Statutes,
1972 Supplement, as created by chapter 72-268,

25

Laws of Florida, §197.610, Florida Statutes, 1969,

2"6

as amended by chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida,

27

appearing as §197.316, Florida Statutes, 1972
Supplement, 5197.615, Florida Stututcs, 1969,

"28

29
30
31

as amended by ch�pter 72-2G8, _Laws of Florida,
appearing as §197.321, Florida Statutes, 1972
Supplement, §197.GBO, Florida Stututcs, 1969,
2

1

as amended by chuptcr 72-268, Laws of Florida,

2

appearing us 5197.331, Florida Statutes, 1972

3

S_upplerncnt, 5197. G65, Florida Statutes, 1969,

4

as ail_\cnded by chapter 72-2.68, Laws of Florida,

5

appearing as §197.336, Florida Statutes, �972

6

Supplement, 550.061(6), Florida Statutes, 1�71,

7

§193.481(4), Florida Statutes, 1969, appearing

8

as §193.481(5), Florida Statutes, 1971, §§211.-

9

14, 211.15, and 211.16, Florida Statute�, 1971,

10

which provided for payment of other taxes upon

11

transfer of tax certificates, authority to

12

transfer certain twenty (20) year old municipal

13

certificates, cancellation of twenty (20) year

14

old certificates by the clerk, limitations on

15

actions where grantee of a tax deed has paid

16

taxes for twenty (20) years, limitations where

17
18
19
20
2i

22
23
24
25

a patent has not been issued prior to assessment,
termination of rights upon entry of a final
. judgment in the county, the distribution of
proceeds, inapplicability of chapter SO to tax
notices, disposition of unclaimed funds in the
hands of the clerk, applicability of general
law to certain subsurface righ�s, certificates
and deeds on surface rights, and local acts and

·26

general acts of local application to the extent
they conflict with chapter 197; providing an

27

effective date.

'Q
8
-2 9

De· It Enacted by the Legislature ·of the St�te of Florid�:

30
31

3

1
2
3

Section 1.

Section 197,012, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197. 012

i·lhen ta:-:cs due; discounts if p·aid before

4

certain time.--All taxes shall be due and paya�le on November

5

1 of each year or.as so�n thereafte� as the assessment roll, of

6

which he shall give notice by publication, may come into the

'7

hands of the ·tax collector.

The tax collector is hereby

8

vested with the power, and it shall be his duty, to collect

9

all taxes as shown on the tax roll, which taxes shall become

10

delinquent on April 1 follo\ving the year in which they are

11

assessed.

12

collected by ;:he county tax collector, disco�nts for early

13

payment thereof shall be at the rate of 4 percent in the

14

month of November and at

15

days after the mailing of the original tax notice; 3 percent

16

On all taxes assessed on the county tax rolls and·

any time within thirty (30) H::fo!:een

in the month of December; 2 percent in the following month of

!

17

January; and 1 percent in the following month of February.

18

taxes paid in March shall be without discount.

19

be his duty, ·and he is hereby vested with the. power, to colle-::L I
I
by sale of the tax liens on the real property and by seizure
I

20

The

It shall also

21

and sale of perso�al property, a11· taxes assessed on the roll

22

and which are not paid prior to April 1 of the year following

23

the year in which the taxes are assessed.

24
25
26

27
'�8
29
30
31

Section 2.

Section 197,016, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.016

When collections are to be made; distributions

to taxing authorities; when taxes are delinquent; time of final
settlement.-(1)

Tax collectors are required to make all collections

4

.

!

l

before April 1 following the _year in which the taxes were ·

2

assessed.

3

the govcrnz::ental unit levying the tax.

4

real and personal property shall. be.come· delinquent on April l

5

of the year following the year in which the taxes were assessed.

6

an{t_ Real orooerty ta:-:es shall be.ar interest at the :i;-ate of 18

7

percent per year from that date until a certificate is sold,

8

from which time the interest rate shall be as bid by the. buyer�'

9

Delinauent taxes on real property may be paid aiter A�ril 1

All taxes collected shall be delivered forthvith to

All unpaid.taxes upon

i

10

but orior to the sale of a tax certificate by paying all taxes,'

11

costs, advertisinq charges and interest.

12

taxes shall bear interest at eighteen percent (18%) per year

13

.from A?ril 1 until oaid or barred under chaoter 95.

Personal prooerty
baflas-��e

15
16
17

(2) • The collector shall distribute to each taxing

18

nuthoritv, te::-:es collected acco:::-di!:9 to the followina schedulc:_ij
During the first two (2) months after the tax·roll comes into

19
20

his possession for collection, there shall be at least four ( 4)

21

distributions; in all other months there shall be at least

22

one (1).

23

and the aover:.ina board of the taxincr authoritv mutuallv acrree.

24

A different schedule mav be used if the collector

ill

-(z�t

On or before the third !-io:.day in Julv J1:1?.y-?.9

25

fol·lowing the year in which the taxes were assessed, the

26

collector shall make a final report and settlement with the

27

county corr"'Tlissioners.

....28
.
29

30
31

Ali warrants now outstanding shall be

in full force until all the taxes rerr.aining unpaid shall have
been collected and the final report and settlement ma�e by
5

iii

1

2

3
4

the tax collector with th e county authorities, and all warrants

heretofore issued or to be issued shall be in full force in

the hands_ of any successor of the tax collector to whom they
may have been issued.

5
6
'7

8

9

10

11

12
13
14

15

(4)

-(3t

,_

The tax collector of· every county in this state

shall collect the taxes so assessed on railroad spu�s and side
tracks by the county tax assessor or the department of revenue
as other personal taxes are collected.

Heweve�,-Re-assessmene

-s-l:l.-a.��--be--i!ta.4-e-�-k£-e-€etiR�3/-�u�-�££€££€>¾"�-€>¾"-���-€eJ.�€€k€4-�

k-he--£�k�-ku�-�eJ.�€€���--e-H-�u4��-e-a4-£44-e-k�e€k£-€>¾"-£f>t1�£-w�4€a
aave-eeen-assessea-aaa-en-whieh-eaMes-have-eeen-ee±±eeeea-ay

ehe-aepa�emen�-e£-�eventteT
Section 3.

Section 197.056, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.056
(1)

16

Lien of taxes.--

All taxes imposed pursuant to the constitution and

17 laws of this state shall be a first lien, superior to all

18

other liens, on any proper�y against which the taxes have been

20

January l of the year fe!zewfflg-�he-yea� the taxes were leviel

19 assessed, and shall continue in full force and-e£feet. from
21 until dischargei by payment or until barred by chapter 95.

I
l
}
,1

22 All personal property tax liens, to the extent that the property
23 to which the lien is applicable cannot be located in-the county
24

or to which the sale of the property is insufficient to pay all

26

against alI other personal property of the taxpayer with�n that

25 delinquent taxes, interest, fees, and costs due, shall be liens
27 county.

)8
29

30

31

No act of omission or corr.mission on the part of any

assessor, cssfstan�-assesse�7 tax collector, board of county

cor.1.·nissioners, clerk of the circuit court, countv co�::itrol lcr
and their dcouties and assistants or nc�spnper in which any

6

I
I

. I,

. l

advc.rtiscment of sale may be published shall operate to defeut

2

the payment of the ta:,cs; but uny acts of o:nission or commissior

�

sible for the·m in like manner as_ provided by law for performing

3
5

may be corrected at any time by the officer or- party respon-

acts in the first place, and wh�n so corrected they shall be

6

construed as valid ab initio and shall in no way affect any

8

tax.

7

9

process by law for the enforcement of the coilection of any

All owners of property shall be held to know that taxes

are due and payable annually and are charged with the duty of

10

ascertaining the amount of current and delinquent taxes and

12

which taxes are assessed.

14

except upon proof that:

11

13

15
16

paying them before April 1 of the year followipg the year _in
No sale or conveyance of rea1 �r

personal property for nonpayment of taxes shall be held invalid
(a) ·O+

(b)

The property was not subject to taxation;

The taxes had been paid before �r-¼e�-�e the

��r

17

sale of personal property; or

19

execution and.delivery of� deed based upon�-certificate

18
20

21
22

23

24
25

26

(c)

The real property had been redecrr.ed before the

�3r

issued for nonpayment of taxes.
(2)

A

lien created throu0h the sale of a tax certifi-

cate mav not be foreclosed or e�forced in any manner exce�t as
prescribed in this chapter.
Section 4.

Subsection (2) of section 197.062, Florida

Statutes, 1972 Suppl�ment, is amended to read:
197.062

Advertisement of personal property with de-

27

linqucnt taxes.--

29

collector shall advertise a list of the na�cs of delinquent

30

31

I

(2)

On or before April 25 of each year, the tax

7

1

<:tmgfb3:e personal property tnxp.:iycrs and the amount of tax

2

duo by each.

3

,.l.l pc::-zonul p:-:-opcrt::,· ta:ws .:ire now dr.:i·.,ing interest at the

5

that unless the delinquent taxes are_paid before May 1,

6

warrants will be issued thereon directing levy upon and

7

seizure of the te�9ib3:e personal property of the taxpayer for

8

the unpaid taxes.

9

Section 5.

10

The advertisement shall includc-.:i notice that

Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, are amended to read:

11

197.072

12

(1)

13

Subsections (1) _and (2) of section 197.072,

Notice of taxes by mail, etc.--

W.i, thin twen1=-y days after delivery to him of the

tax roll beeh with the assessor's warrant and reca?itulation

14 ·sheet, the tax collector shall mail to each taxpayer appearing
15

on the assess.r.;ent roll, whose post-office address is known to

16

him, notice that the tax roll beck is open for payment of

17

taxes, stating the amount of taxes due by the taxpayer and

18

advising the ta;qJaycr of the discow1ts allowed for early

19

payment.

20

that shall clearly designate and separately identify the rate

21

of taxation to be levied for the use of the county and school

22

board and the total rate of taxation for all other taxing

23

authorities in the county.

24

and the postage the�efe� shall be paid out of the general fund

25

of the county upon statement thereof by the tax collector.
(2)

The notice shall be accompanied by a printed statcmen

The expense of ��i�t.1r.g--�he-!!e�1ees

Upon delivery of a written request from a mo.rt-

27

gagee stating that he is the trustee of an escrow account for

,is

ad valorem taxes due on the property, the tax collector shall

29

cnil to the �ortgDgcc or lien holder a notice

30
31

8

ah,LewanL

of

I

1

t;1>:cs agnin!;t the property, or « copy of the ncwsp«pcr, if

2

«V<lil�blc, contnining the list of lands advertised for sale for

3

nonp�ymcnt of taxes, as may be requested.

4

tax notice •is mailed to a trustee of an escrow account, the tax:
i
collector shall mail a duplicate not�cc s�a�e�e�� to the owner.I

5

When the original

6

of the property with the additional statement that the ori�inal

7

has been sent to the trustee. The tax collector shall also mail

8

a duplicate t�x notice to the vendee of a recorded
contract for:
.

9

deed, or, if the contract is not recorded , the d�plicate shall;

10

i

be mailed upon written application by the vendee.

11
12

·section 6.

Section 197.076, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:

13

197.076

Notice to mortgagee.--On or before Hay l of

14

each year, the holder or mortgagee of an unsatisfied mortgage,

15

upon filing with the tax collector a description of land

16

encu.,tbered by a recorded :mortgag? and paying an annual servics

17

charge of two dollars fo:=-t.he-±3sl!enee-e.nd-r..ei3::::ng-of-e

18

spcc:i:e.3:-net±ee-::er-eech-r.:o::tgege-un<ler-wh:::e::-t.h.e-notiee-±s

19

given, may req_uest and receive information during the current

20

tax year concerning any delinquent ta:<:es appearing on the

21

current tax roll er-¾efld-seid and certificates issued on the

22
23
24

25
26
27
'-2·s
29
30
31

described mortgaged land.

The collector, upon receipt of

such request, will furnish -the following information to the
mo_rtgagce within sixty days following the tax certificate
sale:

(1)

Description of land sold as requested by the

mortgagee.
(2)

(3)

The m.unber of each certificate issued and to whom.
The face amount of the certificate,

i!

Ji

1

(4}

2

Section 7.

3

'l'hc co,-t for reclcn:pt:ion .of the certificate.
Section 197.082,.Florida Statutes, 19i2

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.082

4

Errors and insolvencies list.--on·or before

5

the third �0��n� in Julv J�±�-�9 of each year, the tax.

6

collector shall make out a report to the county cornnissioners

7

showing the discounts, errors, �ouble assessments, a�d in- .

8

solvencies for which he is to be credited under the di_fferent

9

heads, giving, in every case except discounts, the names of

10

th·e parties on whose ac·count the credit is to be allowed.

11

In no case, ho�ever, shall the tax collector ·take credit on

12

the list as insolvent items, any te.n!!J:?:b�e personal property

13

tax due by a solven� taxpayer.

14

The county commissioners,

upon receiving the report, shall examine it, make such

15 •investigations as may be necessary, and, if it is discovered
16

that the tax collector has taken credit as an insolvent item

17

any �a���b±e personal property tax due by a solvent taxpayer,

18

then the anount of taxes r�presented by such _item shall be

19

charged to the tax collector,·and the report �hall not be

20

approved until the tax collector strikes such item from the

21

report.
Section 8.

22

Subsections (1) and (2) of section

23

197.106, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, are amended to

24

read:

25
26

...�8.
27

197.106

Sale of ten9±b±e personal property after

seizure.--·
(1)

When te.figib'.!:e personal pr.operty.. is levied upon

for any delinquent taxes as provided' for in §197.086, the

29

tax collector shall give public notice by advertisement of the

30

10

31

1

time and place of sale of the property to be sold at least

2

fifteen �ays before the shle.

3

nt least three public pLi.ccs in the county, one of which shall

4

be at the courthouse cieer, and the property shall be sold

5

at public auction at_the__ courth6us?·deer.

6

shall be present if practi_cal, but at any time before the

7

sale, the owner or c�aimant of the property may release it by

8

the payment of the taxes plus delinquency charges and interest

9

and costs for which it was liable to be sold.

The notice shall be posted in

The property sold

In all cases,

10

im.mediate pay�ent for the property shall be required.

11

any sale is made as aforesaid, the tax collecto·r shall be

12

entitled to the same fe�s and charges as are allm·led sheriffs

13

upon execution sales.

14

{2)

In case

If the property levied upon is sold for more than

15

.the amount of taxes, delinqu8nt charges, interest.!.. costs, and

16

collection fees, the surplus shall be returned to the person

17

in whose possession the property ·was when the levy. was made

18

or to the owner of the property.

19

Section 9.

Subsections (3) and (4) of. section 197.116,

20

Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, are amended and subsection

21

(6) is added to said section to read:

22
23
24
25
·2
�

°

(Substantial rewordi nq of subsecticn ( 3) .

See

§197.116(3), F. S., 1972 Sucole�cnt, for orcscnt text).
197.116
(3}

Sale of t�x certificates for unpaid taxes.-

The tax collector shall require imnediate payment

of a reasonable deposit from any person to whom any parcel of

27

land may be struck off and failure to pay such deposit shall

'28

cause the bid to be canceled.

29

for issu�nce, the tax collector shijll notify all persons to

..... .

mwn tax certificates arc ready

30
31

11

I

1

whom .:my parcel w.:is strud� off, th,\t the certificute is ready

2

for issuance and payment must be ma<le within forty-eight (48)

3

hours from the mailing of such notice or the deposit shail be

4

forfeited and the bid canceled.

5

be made before delivery of the certificate by the tax collector.

6

Upon the cancellation;of any bid, the tax collector shall

?

resell that certificate the foll':>wing day or as soon thereafter

8

as possible; provided the certificate is sold within ten (10)

9

days after cancellation of such bid.

·10

· (4)

In any event, payment shall

The tax collector shall make a list of all the

11

certificat8s 3:e.n<ls sold for taxes, showing the date of the

12

sale, the numb,er of each certificate, the name of the owner

13

as returned, a description of the land within the certificate,

l.4

se:l:.cl., the name of the purchaser, the interest rate bid and

15

the amount for which sale was ma'de.

16

append to the list a certificate setting forth the fact that

17

the sale was made in accordance with chapter 197. :l:a�7-8ne-eepy
j

18

The tax collector shall
(

19
20
21
22

(6)

Delinquent oro;ierty taxes of all goverm:1ental

23

units due en a parcel of land due in any enc (1) year shall

24

be com.�ined into one {1) certificate.

25

Section 10.

Section 197.121, subsection (1) of section

26

197.132, and section 197.136, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement,

27

are amended to read:

....... .

28

29

30
31

197.121

Collector not to sell certificates on land on

�hich taxes have been paid; pcnalty.--I� any tax collector

· 12

l

sells any tax certificates on land upon which the taxes ·have

2

been paid, the office of the tax collector sh�ll be li�ble

3

for all legitimc1te expenses to \Jhich the owner may be put in

4

clearing his title, including a reasonable attorney's fee to

5

be fi:-:c<l by the court, and refu:.d to the stc1tc all araounts for

6

which it may be credited on account of the illegal sale, in-

7

eluding cost of advertising.

8

shall be responsible to the publisher for costs of �dvertising

9

lands on which the taxes have been paid, and the office of

The office of the tax collector

10

the tax assessor shall be responsible to the publisher for the

11

costs of advertising lands doubly assessed or assessed in

12

error.

13

197.132

14

(1)

Duplicate certificates.--

If application is made to the board of county

15

commissioners for issuance of a duplicate tax sale certificat,

16

instead of a certific�tc alleged by affidavit to be the propert�

17

of affiant and to have been lost or destroyed, the board may

18

authorize the tax collector to issue a duplicate certificate

19

upon such reasonable terms, conditions, and assurances as the

20

board may require.

21

marked or stamped "duplicate," and the tax collector e�e�k

22

shall thereupon issue it to.the affiant upon payment of two

23

dollars and enter the fact of the dupl_icate in the tax sale

24

ree:ord opposite the entry of the sale for which the lost or

-25

destroyed certificate was issued.

26

place a notation of the alleged loss 9r destruction,·whether

27

the duplicate is issued or not.

....18.
29

The duplicate certificate shall be plainly

If the tax collector certifies

to the board of county co�rnissioncrs that a tax sale certificat
belonging to the county bus been lost or r.,isplacecl, the bonrd·

30
31

He shall enter in the same

13

l

shall enter an order in its minute �oot directing the collector

2

to issue and file in his office a duplicate certificate.

3

197.136

Certificate of sale.--Immediately after the tax

4

sale, the tax collector shall give to the purcl1aser a certifi-

5

ca�e of sale describing the lands p��e�ased and the amount

·6

paid therefor, which amount shall bear interest from the

7

date of sale at the rate bid by a purchaser.

8

the certificate shall be as prescribed by the department

9

of revenue.

10

Section 11.

The form of

Section 197.151 and subsection (1) of

11 section 197.156, Florida Statutes,.1972 Supplement, are amenped
12
13
14

to read:
197.151

Tax sale certificates belonging to the county

held by the tax collector; redemption.�-

15

(1)

All tax sale certificates issued to the county or

16

any municip�lity shall be held by the tax collector of the

17

county where the lands covered by the certificates are located.

18 All certificates held bv the countv shall be enforce·a in the
19 manner prescribed for countv certi!icates without regard to
20 what oovernrnental unit's taxei the certificates relate.
21

(2)

The tax collector of the county �s authorized and

22 directed to allow the redemption or purchase, in whole or in ·
23 part, when the part to be redeemed or purchased can be ascer24 tained by legal description, of any tax certificates held by
25 the county at any time before the vesting of title in the
26 county,

The assessor shall, within fifteen (15) days after re-

27 quest from the collector, apportion the property into the parts_

'·28 sought to be redeemed or purchased.

The payment of the amount

29 of the tax ccrti!ic�te or certific�tcs, or the part thereof as
30
31

14

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

the part t.o be rcdc-c1:-10.d or plll:chnsed he.:-in:; to the whole• nncl
and all subscqucnt un�:>.:}.id or cmi ttcd tuxc,s cfoe on the l.:!nd to
redeemed or purchused, slw.11 be p_n�d with interest thereon at

bE!

the rate of 18 percent per unnum for the period of time from
the du.le of the ccrti'.ficate. For �<1c:1 ccrti�icz,t<; !:'N�c:ci.., �a,
or each county certificate purchased, or each o�ittcd vear,

the collector shall receive· a fee of five dollars ($5). 1:rn.tB:·

Apr±i-z-o�-the-yee�-foiio�in�-the-date-ef-the-eertif±cate�

A�i-fHnds-eoiiee�e�:ttnder��hie-seet±en-Aha��-be-distr±bste�
197.156

Redemption of tax sale certificates sold to

12 purchaser other than county. -13

(1)

Any person, Cl'.'-e9ent-e�-any-pe�sen, owning or

14· claiming lands upon which a tax sale certificate has been sold,
15

or any part or parcel thereof or any interest therein, or the�,

16

creditor of any owner or claimant, may redeem the lands at any

17

time after the issuance of the tax sale certificate and before

18

a tax deed is issued ·by paying to the tax collector ·in the

19

county where the land is situated the face ain9unt of the

20

certificate of sale, or the part thereof as the part or in�ere.stl

21

redeemed shall bear to the whole, upon the collector being

22

furnished ·within fifteen (15) ca� by the tax eet!l'ley assessor

23

0£-�e�es with a certificate apportioning the value to the part

24

or parts sought to be redeemed and to the remaining land or

25

lands under said certificate or certificates, according to

26

their respective part or parts, the apportionment to be made

27

upon the basis of valuation.

'ie

Upon redemption being made, the

person redcernin� the tux sale certificate shall pay all taxes,

·29

intc�cst, costs, e�d charges, �nd o�ittcd tnxcs if an� as

30

provided by law upon the part or parts of the certificate :b:•,!'.tl

:n

15

11
I

l

so redeemed or purchascdi with interest as stated in the

2

certificate from the date of the certificate to the date of

4

interest earned on the tax sale certific�tc is less than five

3

5
6

7
8
9
10
11

rcdcniption ..:,.,

\-!hen a tax sale certificate is redee!':led and the

percent (Si) of the face amount of the certificate, then a
mandatorv charge of five percent (51) shall be levied upon
the tax Sc.le certificate.

The �crson redec�ing the tax sale

certificate shall pay the interest rate bid or the five percent
_(Si) mandatory charge whichever is greater.

This shall anolv
- - -=-

to a�l tax sale certificates e�capt those with an interest

rate bid of zero oercen� (0%). b��-ne�-iess-��nn-5-pereen�-o!

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
.25
26
27
'·28

Section 12.

Section 197.176, Flori�a Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:'
197.176

Redemption of portion of tax certificate.-

Any portion of land, or interest therein, contained in a tax
sale certificate or certificates he±a-by-che-eetittey,-e�-heid
I

ef-�edeep�±en7 may be redeemed by-a-ee��±§ieate-ef-�he-�rensfcrl:
e�-recleffl�e±ett under the hand and official seal of the tax

31

1•

.

collector, upon his being furnished by the � eel.!��Y assessor ,j•
ef-�eMes with a certificate apportioning the value to that
�he portion sought to be redeened and to the remaining land
or lands under said certificate or certificates, according to
their respective portion, said apportionment to be made Upon
the basis of valuation.

The tnx collector shall sub�it to the

tax assessor a written reaucst for a�oortio��cnt �nd tha

29
30

I•

16

2

mcnt to th0 collector.

3

tcrcst.!.. costs, and charges as provided b�r law upon the portion

4

of the land being redeemed.

5
6

7

.

Section 13.

The person shall pay all taxes, in-

.

.

Sections 197.181, 197.186 and 197.lgl,
.

Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, are amended to read:
197.181

Duty of the collector as to redemption of

8

land.--It shall be the duty of the tax collector to enter on

9

the record of tax sa�es the partial or total redemption or

10

saie of every tax certificate made through him, and he shall

· 12

:revern�e,-e.s a ·permanent record e�-�t1e-ef:€iee,-a-eemple'.!e-e.'ncl.

.

.

13

.-ftt:l:3:-reee!:tl of all sales anci redemptions, giving the nun.her of

14

the tax certificate, the date of the tax certificate, the

15

amount or proportionate amount of the face value of the cer-

16

tificate, and the disposition of the proceeds, with the date

17

thereof in a form a1:proved bv the dcnnrt:-r:ent of revenue.

18

The collector shal_l remit to the general fund of each taxing

19

unit all amounts due the unit from the certificate, a�d shall·

20

file with the board of county commissioners a repor.t showing

21

the amount of money collected and disposition thereof in detai1-.

22

197.186

Disposition of unclaimed redemption moneys

23

ft1fids.--m1en money is held� the tax ?Ollector fe:r-a-;e�:i:ee.-ef

24

flit:i.ei!.y-da.:ts for the redemption of tax certificates, which

_25

moneys are by the course of law provided to be paid over to

26

the holder of a redeemed tax certificate. reclee�ed, but as to

27

which the ta>: collector has not made. payr.:�nt over to the tax

......28

ccrtifici'\te hoJ.dcr �e�e.:!:-{!i<::!:ehe�cie!:" of record, e±<:hel:'-be

30

31

17

2

yeer-fer-eny-ether-causc the tax collector shall uoon the

3

_cxniration of ninetv (90) davs fro� the receiot of the �onevs

4

_remit on thd first dav of the followina auarter fe�t�w±�h-en

6

sioners the unclair.:ed.•redemption moneys less the sum of one

'7

dollar on each hundred dollars or fraction thereof, which

8

shall be .retained by the collector as service charges.

9

a-peried-ef-twe � years after the fre� date the unclaimed

10

_rede:notion F.,onevs were remitted to the board of county com-

11

m_ issioners, e€-ie��anee-e!-�ax-cieed7 all claims to such moneys

12

fu�tls are hereby declared to be forever barred and such moneys

13

funds shall become the property of the county.

.14

;L9 7 .191

After

Redemption before November 1. --t'lhen application

15

is made before November 1 of any year for the redemption of

16

lands heretofore or hereafter. sold for taxes, the person

17

applying for redemption shall not be required to pay the taxes

18

for the year in which rede:.:1ption is made.

19

in which such redemption is made, if u_npaid, shall continue t6

20

be a lien against the lands, and, if not paid before a tax

21

sale is held in the county, the same shall be included by the

22

tax collector in his sale as are other lands.

23

be extended by the tax assessor, if the property is redeemed

24

before the completion of the rolls, and by the tax collector,

25

if the property is redeemed after the completion of the �olls •

'·2a
29
30
31

:!:cl'\d9-:

Taxes for the year

The taxes shall

However, in the event the party redeeming pays the

current vcnrs' taxes for the year of redemption during the

18

1

tin:ic when dizcounts c1rc allo,·1ccl for payrn0.nt of laxes, then

2

the some discounts shall be allowed the party as arc allowed

3

in other cnses of the payment of taxes.

4

5
6

Section 14.

Section 197.201; Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplcm�nt, is a�endcq to read:
197. 201

Tax collector shall notify assessor ancl-eierJc

7

of the purchase or redemption of. county-owned tax certificates

8

nfld-the-±ssti�flee-e£-deeds.

9

11

12

Im.�ediately after any tax certifi-

cate held by the county is redeemed or purchased,-er-tlpefl-the
by-ehe-beo.!:e.-e§-eet1n�y-ee�J:1:iss±e?.e;:s, the collector shall notify
the tax assessor a!'ltl-the--eie!.'h, advising him ee.eh-e�-ther.l'

13

the name of the assignee or grantee, the description of the

14

property, and the year for which taxes were· last collected.

15
16
17

Section 15.

Section 197;216, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.216

Cancellation of void omitted taxes or sub

18

sequent certificates.--If the holder of any tax sale certifi-

19

cate should pay, redeem, or cause to be canceled and surrendcrer. �
l.
any other tax sale certificate, or should pay or redeem any

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
._28
29

.30
31

subsequent and omitted taxes, in connection with an applicatior.
for tax deed er-iB-ee?.neetfefl-ttith-any-�ax-fo�eexestlre-proeeetlin�s7 and if it should develop that the other tax sale
certificate or any of the subsequent and omitted taxes are
void for any reason, the collector shall forward a certificate
of the fact to the department of rcve�ue and enter upon the
records in his office a memorandurn of .'the fact, as provided
for in §197.206,

If the depnrt1:acnt, upon receipt of such

certificate, is satisfied of the correctness thereof, the
19

I
I

1
2

t.i:-: collector shull refund to the person so pay�I:g or redeeming
the other tax sale certificate, or to the pe�son so pnying tho

3

subsequent and omitted taxes, in connection with an application

4

for tax a;ca er-in-eenneetien-wfth-a-teM-feree¼o3tire7 the

5

a�ount received by _the state, and thereupon the county co7.�is

6

sioners, and any school district, school board, drainage

7

district, or other district, com.�ission, or governmental sub

8

division or agency shall likewise refund the amount received

9

by it in accordance with the provisions of §197.206.

10

Section 16.

Subsections (1), (2) and (5) of section

11

197.236, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, are amended. to·

12

read:

13

197.236

14

(1)

15

A

Limitation upon lien of tax certificates.-period of seven

(7)

t\--:'ei1ty years is declared

'to be the life of any tax certificate issued against any lands

16

and held by any private holder.

17

�..-;enty years shall be computed fro:u the date of the issuance

18

of the tax c·erti.ficate.

19

(2)

The period of seven (7)

·when such certificate becomes seven (7) · t::we!'l.�Y

20

years old, the certificate is deemed and held to be barred b�

2·1

this statute of limitation, and no action on the certificate

22

may be maintai�ed by any private holder in any court of this

23

state, and no tax deed shall issue therefor.

24
.25

(5)

After the expiration of seven (7) t"en�y years

from the date of issuance of any tax sale certificate �ssued

26

against any land for taxes, when no application for a tax

27

deed or other c:dministrative or legal proceeding has existed

28

of record, the tl!x sale certificc:itc3 is e�e declc.1red null and

29

voicl, and lhc tux collector shall c<1nccl all seven

·-<

.

.

30

31

20

(7)

��ent�•

1

year old tax sale certificates, noting the date of ,:,c cancel-

2

lution of

3

priate records in his office.

4

cancellation bv entering opposite the record of the seven (7)

5

year old tax sale certificate a notation in subst�ntially the

6

foll owinq forF.::

7

All certificates outstanding on the effective date of this act

8

shall have a life of twenty (20) vears.

9
10
11
12
13

.

D.llY

o[ the ta:-: r;�le ccrtific.:itcs upqn nll ,,.:,pro-

/

The collector shall co�nlctc tho

"Canceled bv Act of 197 3· Florida Lccislnt'..lre."

Section 17.

-Section 197.241, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
·197,241

Application for obtaining tax deed by holder

of tax sale certificate; fees.-(1)

Tax deeds on real estate ±nei6ded-±n-e-tex-seie

15

by the holder of a tax certificate, in the following manner:

16

The holder of any tax certificate other than the countv may &t

17

any time after two years have elapsed since April 1 of the

18

year of issuance of the tax sale certificate and before the

19
20

file the certiiicate and an application for a tax deed with

21

the tax collector of the county where the lands described in

22

the certificate are located�,

23

tax collector that he desires the lands, or any part thereof

24
25
26

......

expiration of seven ·(7) �wen�y years from the date of issuanc?,

27

The holder shall notify±�g the

which is capable of being readily separated from the \,·hole,
advertised for sale as provided in §197,246.

Consolidated

applications on more than one tax sale certificate arc prohibited,

28

(Substanti�l rewording of subsection (2).

29.

Sec §197 . .?t.1(2), F.S., 1972 Sun:>lc-r;10nt,

·3
0

for present text.)

31

21

1

2

Any ccttificatc holder other than the county making

{2)

application for a tax deed shall pay the collector all amounts

3

required for redemption or purchase of all other outstandir.g

s

est, and delinquent taxes plus interest, covering the land.

4

6

7
8

9

10
11
12

tax certificates, plus interest, any omitted taxes, plus inter•

•

'·

The distribution to certificate holders of record of tax certificates redeemed or purchased shall be made as prescribed by
the departnent of revenue.

The tax collector shall then deliv-·

er to the clerk of the circuit court a statement certifying

that the names and addresses of all perso"ns the clerk is re

quired by law to notify prior to the sale of the property an·d

that payment h·as been made to the collector for all outstanding

13

certificates or if the certificate is held by the county that

15

�ertise and administer the sale and receive such fees for the

14

16

17

18
19

20

21
22

<

all appropriate fees have been �eposited, The clerk shall ad-

issuance of the deed and sale of the property as fa provided in\!
§28. 24. 'l'he certificate shall be signed by the collector arid

!I

The collector may purchase a reasonable bonc.
11
for errors and omissions of his office in making such certifi- II
his seal affixed.
cates.

(3}

The county shall make application for a deed on

all certificates two (2) years fro� the date the taxes to

23

which thev relate were due.

25

in their possession that have been in their possession for more

24

es--l!hej'-beeeil':'le-t.1-H:>-years-o:!:u.---'?he

eeen�±es A county shall apply for a deed on all certificates

26

than two years.

28

hut sh,11] not deposit .::!:1y r.1on0y to cov0r the rcdc::::)tio:1 of oth�r

27

29

30
31

UPon application for a ta.x deed the county

shall deposit with the collector all ap�licahle costs ilnd fees
0ti�c-t<inding ccrti [:i catcs cover inc; t!--.0 L:md.
22

The C!)eni:1<J bid

1
2

shall be the sum of the value of all outstandin9 certificates

against the land plus omitted years' taxes, delinquent taxes,

4

interest, and all costs and fees paid by the county.
If there are no bidders at the public sale, the
(4)

5

clerk shall enter the.land on a list entitled "Lands Available

'6

for Taxes" and shall ir:unediately notify the county co:mnission

7

and all other persons holding certificates against the land

8

that the land is available.

9

ninety (90) days after the day of offering for public sale

3

The county may, at any time within
After ninety (90) days

10

eurchase the land at the minimum bid.

11

any person or governnental unit may purchase the land from the

12

clerk without further notice or advertising for the minimum

--

13 "bid.
14

(5)

Taxes shall not be extended against parcels listed

15

as lands available for taxes, but in each year the taxes that

16

would have been due shall be treated as omitted years and added

17

to the ree;uircd

m1.nJ.::1-...1::i.

bid.

Seven (7) years fro:n the day the

18 land was offered for public sale the land shall escheat to
19

the state and the clerk shall execute a tax deed vesting title

20

in the trustees of the internal improvement fund.

21
22
23

Section 18.

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.246

Notice, form of publication for obtaining tax

24

deed by holder.--

-25

(1)

26

Section 197.246, Florida Statutes, 1972

Upon the receipt of the application as provided

by §197.2111, and after the proper charges have been paid,

27

the clerk shall cctUDe-e-�o�ice-tc-be p ublishe<l a notice once

28

ca.ch week for four consecutive wec!;s at weekly interv.:ils in a

29

newspaper selected

0

c.1S

provided in 5197.0G2.

30
31
23

The form of notice

1 of the application for a tax deed shcJ.11 be as prescribed by the
2 department of revenue.

No t.:ix deed sale shall be held issued

3 uniil thirty dcJ.ys after the first publication of the notice.
section 19.

4

su9scction (2) is added to section 197.266,

5 Florida Statutes, to ��ad:

6

197.266

7

(2)

Sale at public a�ction.--

The clerk of the circuit court shall demand ir.1.':ledi-

8 ate pavrnent for cost by the highest bidder of an amount equal
9 to his-bid plus applicable docu�entary stamp tcJ.X8S and recordin�
10 fees.

The successful bidder shall make a reasonable deposit

11 within twcntv-�our (24) hours after the closing of the sal�.
12 If a re�son2ble deposit is not timely received the clerk shall
13 c·ancel the bids .:ind sell the nro:)crtv on the folJ.o·.,ina dav.

14

15

16

17

The clerk shall receive full cavmcnt crier to the issuance of
the tax deed.
Section 20.

Sections 197.25G and 197.261, Florida

Statutes, arc a�cnded to read:

18

197.256 Ma�ling notice.to owner where application is

20

(1)

19 made by holder.-In addition to the publication of the notice pro-

21 vided for by §19 7. 2'46, the clerk of the circuit court shall
22 mail a copy of the notice to the legal titleholder and lien23 holders of record, of the property and to each lienholder

24 as listed in th� collectors certification 1:f-e.fiy, who claims a
25 lien thereon at the date of the filing of the application for
26 obtaining ta:x: deed, if the address of the owner appears on the

27 record of the conveyance of the lands to the owner, or, if the
28 �ddrcss of the owner dccs not nppcar thereon, then the notice
29 shall be mailed to the owner to whom the property was assessed
30
31
24

l on the tax roll for the year in which the prop�rty was last
2

assessed, or, if the name and address of such person does not

3 appear thereon, then the notice shall be mailed to the person
4

last paying taxes upon the lands.

If, upon diligent search,

5 no address can be found, then no·notice shall be required.

The

6 collector shall also mail notices to other lienholders who

7 make application to his office.

The clerk shall mail a copy of

8 the notice to each mortgagee who has complied with the p.ro9 viiions of §197.261�

The clerk shall also mail a notice to

10 vendees of recorded contracts for deed or those who have made
11 application to receive tax notices, including those making

12 application for ho�estead exemption.
13

The clerk shall enclose
with every ccpy mailed a statement as follo,·:s:

14 perty in which you are interested is listed in the copy of

15
16

the enclosed notice"; and the clerk shall make out and attach
to the affidavit of the publisher of the-pub!ieetion-of-�he

17

not±ee7 a certificate containing the narnes and addresses of

18

those persons to whom the copy was sent and the date thereof.

19

The certificate shall be signed by the clerk and his official

20

seal affixed.

21

of the fact that the notice was mailed.

22

addresses of the o·.mers, if any, do not appe;::.r on the ta�, roll

The certificate shall be brima facie evidence
In the event the

23

as-eforesa±d 7 and the address of the person last p2ying taxes

24

upon the lands is not sho\·m, the clerk shall execute el'le.-e.ttacJ,

26

offieioi-seai to this effect,

27

tract vendec, mortgagee, o� municipality.!... or other taxing <lis-

28

The failure of the owner, con-

trict to receive the notice sh�ll not effect the validity of

29
30

31

25

l
2
3

4

the tax deed issued pursuant to the notice.

The notice referred to in this section may be

(2)

sent any time not later than hlenty duys prior to the d�te of
sale, a�d a printed popy of the notice as publis�ed in the

5 newspaper shall be su·fficicnt.
197,261 Fees for mailing additional notices, when
'6

7 application is made by holder.--When the certificate holder
8
9

10
11

makes a �ritten request for him to do io and furnishes him

with the names and addresses at the time of the filing �f the
applica�ion, the clerk shall send a copy of the notice re-

ferred to in ll97.256 to anyone to whon thi certificate holder

12 may request him to send it, and the clerk shall include in it
13

tho statc;;,:?nt ee�t!:��eate required in �197.25G.

The ccrtifi-

14 cate holder shall pay the clerk the sum of t�enty-five cents

15 for preparing and mailing each copy· of notice requested by the I
16 holder. When the charges are nade, they shall be cddcd by
I

17 the clerl: to the amount rcq1;1ired to rccecrn the land fro;-a sale. I,

18

Section 21.- Section 197.271, Florida Statutes, 1972

19 Supplement, is amended to read:
20

197.271

I
I

Tax deeds.--All tax deeds shall be issued

21 in the name of a county and shall be signed by the clerk of
22 the county. The deed shall be witnessed by two witnesses,

23 the official seal shall be attached theieto, and the deed
24

shall be acknowledged or proven as other deeds.

Except as

.25 spccificallv nrovidec1 in cha:,ter 197, no richt, interest,
26

restriction, or other coven2nt shall survi vc the 5.ssunnce of

27 a tax deed.

28 §28.2�.

The charges by the clerk-shall be as provided in

Tax deeds issued to a purchaser of land for delinquent

29 Un:es shull be in the form prescribed by the dep2rtr::cnt of
30
31
26

1 revenue.

All deeds issued pursuant to this section shall be

2 prima fac�e evidence of the regularity of all proceedings from
3 the valuntion of the lands to. the issuance of the deed, inclu4 sive.

5

Section 22.

S·ubsection (2) of section 197. 29.1, Florida

6 Statutes, 1972 Supplement, is amended to read:
7

197. 291

8

(2)

Disburs.enent o_f proceeds of sale. --

If the property is purchased for an amount in

9 excess of the statutory bid of the certificate holder, the
10 excess shall be paid over and �isbursed by the clerk. �e-the
.

-

12 t1pen-the-I:'lt'el'erty-fer-the-r,e.yr::en l.!-ef-the-:l::i:e1!s-:in-£1c1i:1: ,-:i €-the

18

:in<J-ur.r,a£d- ,.u�.�l:l11t-:- --:Ef-e.ny-exe.es s-rel:la:i:ns-af te_r-the-peyNent

19

ef-e.:1::1:-H::etts-f er-c;enera:l-te.Y.es-ti.pen-the-pre�erty-e.:1d-th e�e:_o.re

20 ti.npe.icl-:lie�s-fer-spee:ie:l:-assess�en�s-he:1:d-by-any-�axin�-dis21 tr:iet,-the-e:le=k-shei:l:-pe.y-ehe-e�eees-�e-the-ta��n�-cl�s�=iet 7
22 The clerk shall distribute the excess to th�cmverr.r:iental
23 units for the payment of anv lien of record held bv �
24

governmental unit aaainst the nronertv.

th�-s?cc±nf-asscss-

25

r:icnt.-ficn!3-; In the event the excess is not su::ficient to pay

26

all of such e�ec:i:a.i-aseese!'.'len� liens in full, �ovcrnnental

27 units te��ng-cl±3��ie�s shall be paid �he �xccss oro rata in

30

31
2i

12

l±ens-see��ing-spec±al-aBsessmen�s-eha¼l-be-rete�ned-upen
thc-p�o�crty7 If, after all liens of record for-gene�al-tuMe3

3 end-spee±a¼-ae9ess�ents of the governmental units taKiRq-dis4 tr±ets upon the property are paid in full, there remains a

5 balance of undistributed funds, the balance of the purchase
6 price shall be retained by the clerk for the benei!t bf the perof
7 son \•:ho on the dav of the sale was ef the legal ti tleholder
_

·s

9

record.

The clerk shall mail a notice to the legal titleholder

-�f record notifying h·im of the funds held for his benefit and

10

shall pay to him upon demand the .entire balance less a s�rvice

11

charge of one dollar on each hundred dollars or fraction there-

12 of.

Excess proceeds shall be held and disbursed in the saree

13 m�nncr·as unclaimed redemption moneys in §197.186.
14

Section 23.

16

197.302

Subsection Cl) of section 197. 302, Florida·

1

15 Statutes, 1972 Supplement, is amended to read:
17
18

County delinquent tax lands; rn�thod and pro-

cedurc for sale by county.-(1)

Lands acquired by any count:y of the state for

19

delinquent taxes in accordance with law H�cler-the-prov±s±e�s

20

ef-t:h±s-ehep(!er which have not been previously sold or dedicat-

21

cd by the board of county corr-.rr.issioncrs of-t11e-ee'clnty may,

23

be conveyed by-the-betu.·cl to the record fee simple owner of such

24
25
26

lands as of the date ef the :Hna3:-deeree-whe�e1'y-the county
obtained title to the lands beeaF..e-c11:iie�ed-±n-the-ec:Hin!.:.y.
However, before any conveyance shall be made, the former

27 mmer of the lands nay sheB: file with the board of county com-

28 missioners a verified written application wl1ich shall show:
29
(a) The description of the lands for which a conveyance
30
31
28

1 is sought;
2
3

(b)

The name and address of the former owner;

(c)

.'J.'he date title was acquired by the countv; o�

5 in-thc-couni:y;

6

(d)

The price of the lands as previously· fixed by

7 resolution of the board of county commissioners, if this has

8 been don_e;
(e)
9

The use to which the lands were enjoyed by the

10 record fee simole o�ner at the time of acauisition by the
11
12

(f)

A brief statement of the facts and circU!:istances

13 upcn which the former owner bases the request for restitution
14 of the described property;

15
16

{g)

An offer to pay an ar;-:ount cqu,:i.l to all taxes,

including municip.:i.l taxes and liens, if any, which had becoi'.lc

17 delinquent, together with interest and costs pro'.'ided by lz:..\•1.

18

Sectio� 24.

20

197.311

Section 197.311, Florida �tatutes, 1972

19 Supplement, is amended to read:

Grantee of tax deed entitled to i��ediate

21 posscssion.--Any person, firm, corporation, or county who �s
22 the grantee of any tax deed unc.er this lcn-,, -e�-e.!'l:,'-ee-e.�ty

2� shall be entitled to the ir.mcdiate possession of the lands des26 cribcd in the deed er-jed�reen�. If a demand for possession is

27 refused, the ourc:1ascr eoet�'.:.�-e!:-htl)'e!'.' may apply to the circuit
28 court for a writ of assistance upon. five days' notice directed
29 to the person refusing to deliver possession.
30

31

Upon service of

l

the responsive pleadings, if any, the matter shall proceed as

2

in chancery cases.

3

order shall be issued by the court directing the sheriff to

4

put the grantee in possession of the lands.

5

If the court finds for the �pplicant, an

Section 25 •. Section 197. 351, Florida Statute.s, 1972

6 Supplement, is amended to read:
7

197.351

When taxes not. due at time of sale.--When it

8 appears to the department of revenue that the taxes on any
9 land heretofore sold, or that may hereafter be sold, by �o

10 the cou11ty for taxes were not due at the time of the sale upon

11 the lands or any part thereof enbraced in any certificate.of

12 sale, or that the sale was otherwise illegal or improper, the.

13 department shall have the power to cause the certificate to be

14 canceled, in whole or in part,· or cause it to be surrendered,
15 in ::he manner and upon the terms as 1:1ay in its judgraent be

16 best to protect the interest of the state and county and do
17 justice to the owners:

18

The collector shall make the cancel-

lation or surrender and refund to the owr:.�r of the certificate

19 on the order of the department.
20
21

22
23
24

Section 26

Subsection

( 4)

(6), (7), (8), and (9) are added to said section to read:
(4)

Implementation of this act.--

All clerks of the circuit court and municipalities

25

shall delivpr to the county tax collector al� lists of land

27

collection.

28

29
3a
31

I

of section 197.356, Florida I

Statutes, 1972 Supplement, is amended and subsections (5),,
.197.356

I

Every rnunicin2lity w�icb on January 1, 1973, hnd

dcli1:��cnt t2xcs for which ccrtific�tcs hnvc novcr been sold
shnll ri::t<1in until Janu,n·v J, 19 80, the oo,.•:cr c1nd dntv to

(2)

1

When a tax deed is issued convcvina or attcrrotincr

2 to convey r�al property before a p�tcnt has been issued th�rcon
3 by the Un:i.ted States, or befcre a conveyance by the stzite, c1r:d
4

thereafter a natcnt by the United St�tes or a conveyance bv

5

the· state is iss�cd to the person to �horn the property was

6

assessed, or a claimant under him, and the tax deed grantee,

7

or a claima...,t under him has paid the taxes for four (4)

8

successive years at any tine after the issuance of the oatent

9

or convevQnce, the catentec, or grantee and clainants under

10

.

.

him, shall be -presumed to have abandor.ed "the propGrty and any

11

riqht, title, and interest in it.

12

tax d�ed grantee, and clainants under him, is the legal o�ne�

13

bf the property described by .the tax deed.
(3)

14

U?on such ab2ndonrr.ent, the

This statute applies whct�cr the tax deed gyantee,.

15

·or claicants und8r him, has been in actual 9osscssion of the

16

propertv describ0d in the tax deed or not.

17

been issued to oro::iortv in t!,e nct'.la2. oosscssion of the leaal

18

owner <1!1d he, or claimants under him, continues in actual

19

oocscssion one (1) vear after issun�c2 o� �he tax deed zind be-

20

fore c1n c1ction to eiect hin is beg�m, s ..:hsections (1) nnd

21

(2)

1

sh.:ill r.ot an;�
Section 28.

22

2J

If a tax deed has

Section 197.286, Florida Statute�, 1972

Supplement, is transferred to chapter 95 and amended to read:
95.

24

Limitations when tax deed holder in oossession

26

the holder of a tax deed goes into actual posscssion,-eeetipe�e J

27

C!1H.1-t1se

29

no action to recover fer-the-�ecovery-of-the possession of th�

of the rc.:c?l pro-ocrty 3.:a�d.-cr:'.:.waccd dr!scribcd in the

30
31
32

1 prorJC.E.,Sl the!.'eef shall be m.:i.int<1incd b:::euc;;h� by a former owner
2 or other adverse claimant unless the action such-stii:t-:is
,•

.

3 com,-::enccd is begun �!i:th:i:n-t�e-pe:d:ec1-ei four years after

4

the holder of u1�de!:' the t.:ix deed has ?"One e�te�ed into the

s actual possession-:- _:._ eee1:ipaney-eri.a-use•-ef-the-±a1Hl-ernBraeed

8

rmy-pe�$C!'l.-;-sha:l:.:l:.-not-be-eflt:i:t:l:.ec1-t_e-ze.eeve.r-possessicm-ef

9

the-�ee:l:-eseete-unee!'.:-i!he--t:a.x-deee.-e.n:l:ess-o.R-aci::i:en-fer-the

10

reeo\'e::e:r-± s-b�et:H)h "t-w± th ±n--feui:-y ea:!'."s-f !'.:0!1t-the-c.e i!e-ei-�he

11

tax-el eed ,-b !:!t-I!l:ifle!:s-e:e-·:ineer.1� e-teft t-J:3 e=s en!J-Ol:- !l toate-pri sefle!:s

17.uJ"-eCP��Ree-s\:l:i-l!-0!:-�!'.:eeeed:i:1�gs-t�nde=-- th:i: s-see tie!'l-w:i: t:h:3: n
13 three-ye e. ::s- t'.§ '-':er-t�e-e::: s e c,'l.-e:i: Re.aP.ee-e€-�he-:eis eh:!::!: :i: ty-:---Hew12

14 e:ve !:,-:F.e-1:n,0ee tl 'd!:.'e- e ha:!::!:-be-ee:.-'.i:len.eecl-by-aRy-� e �se�,-� e� e:1:el16 e:F.-t�c-'.:.::,.:•:-6.eecl.-;-

l·;:ien tho rcc1.l oro�o:r.tv is adverselv 00sscsscc:j

17 Sy any person, no �ction shall be broucht bv the tax deed

18 holder unless the action is beaun within four (4) vears from
19 the dc1te of the deed.
20
21
22

Section 29.

amended. to read:
125.39

Section 125.39, Florida Statutes, 1971, is

Nonapplicability to county lands acquired for

23

delinquent taxes. --The provisions of this law shall not be

24

construed to cover the sale or disposition of �heec-!c�cls

29

for a specific purpose and containing a rcvcrsion.:iry clause

30
31

•

1 whereby said lnnd shall revert to the grantor or grimtors upon
2 failure to use said real property for such purpose.
Section �9. Section 197.251, Florida Statutes, 1972
3
.
sub�cction (2) ,•of
4 SUj,:'plc:,cnt, is transferred and renumbered

5 section 197. 246, Florida Statutes·, and subsection (3) ·-is
6 added to said section to read:
7

197.246

Notice, form of 'publication for obtaining tax

a· deed by holder:
(3) Upon ultimate disposition of the apnlication for
9

lO a tax deed the clerk shall enter his certificate of notice and
11 his certificate of advertising in the public records of the
12 county with such other relevant documents as may be required
13 by the department of revenue.
14

Section 31.

16

173.01

Section 173.01, Florida Statutes, 1971,

15 amended to read:
17

Foreclosure of municipal tax certificates

authorizcd.--The lien of any and all taxes, exec;:,': those 'ad

18 valorcm taxes collectible bv the coun�y tax collector, tax

assessments
hezeto£ere-er-herea£ter
19 certificates and soecial
...
'
.
.
20 ir.:posed by any incorporated city or town in the state upon
21 real estate may be foreclosed by such city or town by suit in
22

chancery.

The practice, pleading and procedure in any such

23 suit shall be in substuntial ilCCOrclnnce with the practice,
24

pleading and prbcedure for the foreclosure of mortgages of

·25 real estate� except as herein otherwise provided.
26
27

28

Section 32.

Subsection (1) of section 193.102, Florida

Statutes, 1971, is amended to read:
193.102

Lands subject to ta� sale certificates;

29 assessments; taxes not extended.-30

31
..34

1

(1)

All lands against which the state holds any tax

2 sulc certi ficatc or other lie:-n for delinquent tcn:cs assessed
3 for the year 1940 or prior years shall be assessed for the
4

5
6

year 1941 and subsegucnt yccJrs in like manner and to the same
.

.

.

effect as if no taxes against such lands were delinquent�

Should the taxes on such lands not be paid as required by law,_

7 such lands shall be sold or the title thereto shall become
8

vested in the county, in li}�e manner and to the same effect as

9. other lands upon which taxes are delinquent are sold or the
10
11
12
13
14

15
16

title to which becomes vested in the county under this law.
Such lands upon which tax certificates have been issued to,

this state, when sold by the coi.:.nty for delinquent taxes, may

be redeemed in the manner prescribed by this law; provided,
that all tax certificc1.tcs held by the state on such lands
shall be redeemed at the same time, and the clerk of the

ci:rc_ui t court shall disperse the �oney as provided by law.

17 After the title to any such lands against which the state

18 holds tax certificates becomes vested in the county as provided

19 by this law, the county may sell such lands in the same manner

20 as provided in §197.302 §�9�7�99, and the clerk of the circuit
21

court shall distribute the proceeds fron the sale of such lands

23

interest of the state, the several taxing units, and the funds

I I·'
I/ I
.

I

22 by the board of county corr�11issio:1crs i:1 proportion to the
24 of such units, as may be calculated by the clerk.
25

Section 33.

27

193,481

Subsection (G) p� section 193.481, Florida

26 Statutes,. 1971, is amended to read:
28 ri9hts.--

l\ssessmcnt of oil, minc"ral, and other subsurfc1c<=

29
30

31
.35

1

(6)

Tax certificates <1nd tax -liens encumbering sub-

2 surface rights, as afore�aid, may be facquired, purchased,
3 trnnsforrcd, and enforced �s arc tax certificates and tax liens
4 encu�hering-real property generally, including the issuance

5 of a tax deed. fet'eeiestt!:e-ef-c.he-sa."!le-.
,6

Section 34.

Subsection (2) of section 197.465, Florid�

7 Statutes, 1969, as amended by chapter 72-2�8, Laws of Florida,.
8 appearing as subsection (3) of section 197.141,.Florida
9_ Statutes, 1972 Supplement, subsecti�ns (3) and {6) of section
10 197.236, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, as created by

..

11 chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida, subsection (3) of section 197.12 291, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, as created by chapter

13 72-268, Laws of Florida, section 197. 610, Florida Statutes,
14 1969, as amended by chap�er 72-26,8, Laws of Florida,

15 appearing as 'section 197.316, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supple16 ment, section 197.615, F�orida Statutes, 1969, as amended
17 by chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida, appearing as section
18 197.321, Florida Statutes, 1972_ Supplement, section 197.680,
19 Florida Statutes, 1969, as amended by chapter 72-268, Laws
20 of Florida, appearing as section 197.331, Florida Statutes,

.

21 1972 Supplement, and section 197.665, Florida ·statutes, 1969,
22 as amended by chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida, appearing as
23 section 197.336, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, are

24 hereby repealed.
25

Section 35.

Subsection (6) of section 50.061, Florida

26 Statutes, 1971, subsection (4) of section 167.434, Florida
27

Stntutcs, 19(9, a1; amended by chnptcr J2-3G3, Lnws of Florida,

28

subsection

(4)

of section 193.,181, Florida St�t.utc3, 1969,

29 appearing as subsection (5) of section 193.481, Florida
30
31

1 Statutes, 1971, sections 211.14, 211.15, and 211.16, Florida
2
3

Statutes, 1971, are hereby repealed.
Sect,ton 36.

All local acts or gener_al acts of local

4 application pro�iding for interest rates, delinquency d�tes,
5 methods of payment, collection, or satisfaction of delinquent

6

taxes differe nt from general law are repealed to the extent of

7

such conflict.

8

hibiting the issuance of tax certificates or warrants for

�

delinquent ad valor�m property taxes.

10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18

19
20

21
22

23
24
25

26
27

28
29
30
31

This act shall also repeal all such acts pro-

Section 37.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1973.
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FLORIDA SENATE
FISCAL NOTE
Principal Agency Affected:
Fund Affected:

County Tax Collectors

Local

Bill Subject Summary:
This bill would revise numerous sections of
chapter 197 dealing with delinquent taxes and certain
sections of chapter 211 relating to transfer of tax
certificates. Life of tax certificates would be reduced
from 20 years to 7 years. Redemption fee of $5 would
�e provided. Escheat of unclaimed redemption and sale
proceeds would be provided after 2 years. Restrictions
that survive a tax deed would be limited.
Financial Effect:
It is expected that in most tax collectors' offices
fees provided would nearly cover expenses of redemptions,
for which no fee is presently charged.
Other Comments:
Effective date would be July 1, 1973.

This fiscal note has been prepared by the staff of the
Committee on Ways and Means with the cooperation of the
Agency and others concerned.
L. L. QUALLS
Legislative Economist
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-Notice of
COMMITTEE MEETING

D Cocrnlttee Member
D Sponsot'
D Co-sponsor

House of Representatives

Oother

April 30, 1973 , 19_

_________________________ subcommittee of

(etrike 1f not applicable)

...,.n
i...;c
""e
&__...T.....a..,x....a....t...i.....a....n...._______________
the Committee on ____.F_i._.n...,.a
...._....
will meet in Committee Room

21 New House Building

a.m.

at.___1_0_:_3_0___�...._M_X

y__,2=--,.__l=--"9 -'-7 =3_____ to consider :
011.___-"-M=a"-'
(date)

1

1.

Roll Call ·

2.

Consideration of the following bills:

ASSED (a total of Ci$ for HB68 - by the Committee on Business Regulation and
Repr esentatives Dixon and Blackburn, relating
5 amendments) I
to regulation of motor carr iers operating
vehicles in taxicab oper ation

•£A�S�S�E�D:....,�{w
i�t�hL-2�___.:C�/�S::....:f�o�r,,__.H���8......,4_- by the Committee on Health & Rehabilitative
!t-=
S er vices & Repr esentative Cherry, relating to
amendments)
•
the licensing of child care facilities
� .r._.H�B�2�_76.._- by the Com.�ittee on Natural Resources &
� �hrr....J2=-----�C�/_S'--"fo
·�A�S�S�E•D--(�w�i-·t
Representative Tittle, relating to conser vation
amendments)
of sea fans and cor al
ASSED-------------------- H B802 - by the Committee on Agricultur e & Citrus,
r elating to plant industry
ASSED--------:-------------HB819 - by Representative McDonald, relating to dressed
poultry inspections
ASSED--------------€/S for

H B12 4

- by the Committee on Health & Rehabilitative
S ervices and Representatives Hodes & others,
r elating to emergency medical ca r e

ASSED------------------- H B13 76 - by Representative 'l'urlington, relating to taxation

by Representative Harr is, relating to exchange of
eiMPOMBILV P..8,S§ED-------HB1319 .:- tax
related information and tax audits

PASSED (with HBJ 395 - by Repr esentative Tur lington, relating to taxation
amendment) 1
----- HB1225 - by Representative Tur lington, relating to permit
�MPORARILY PASSED-fees of cigarette wholesale dealers
TURLINGTON/klg

I

Chairman

I certify th is notice :Jas .filed by me in the Office
of t:1-ie Srr>grant at Al'mn and tlzc Offi C',' of thr, Cler>I.:. at
\.'hit<'·-T,, ht• pt.•stcd
C.1n,1ry--{ '.1 I 1•1111 .1 r
Pi:,t... -- C\1fT'put C'r
Coldt"' nn•�t--Fc,r ro\1r

4:00

o'cl.oc',.:., on

l\pril 30

,

19

73.
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COMMITTEE MEETING
4

C::::Jcoamittee

House of Representatives

Member

D Sponao?'
D Co-sponsor
Oother

--------- 19__

o,.._______________ to consider :

Page '2 - continued
PASSED----------HB1293 - by Representative Turlington, relating to taxation

TEMPOR. PASSED-:::tJB1294 - by Representative Turlington, relating to motor fuel
dealer licenses and license taxes
PASSED-- -------- HB307 - by Representative Tucker & Webb, relating to state
university system & state officers & employees

rEMPOR. PASSED-7JB1479 - by Representative Turlington, relating to department
of·pollution control, chargin� permit application fees
PASSED (with one HB383 - by Representative J. Thomas, relating to professional
land surveyors
amendment)
rEMPOR. PASSED--Proposed coITu�ittee bill - relating to intangibles tax

rEMPQR

PASSEn-...Proposed committee bill - relating to corporate income taxation of
financial institutions

IBFERRED TO

rn VALQREM

> UBCOMMI TTEE

2•

A motion will be entertained that the following bills be referred
to subcommittees as follows:
AD VALOREM TAX SUBCOMMITTEE
HB688 � relating to homestead exemption
HB735 - relating to ad valorem taxation

. SUBCOMMITTEE II
IBFERRED TO �
OMM
TE
,_U_BC
_ .....
___I_ T
__
I I ___ HB671 - relating to domestic relations, husband & wife
_ _E____

tte l oSq - Ad_ OQ(orelY' - ta:L.

________________C_h_a_irm_a_n__

I aertify this notice u-'as filed by me in the Offic-c
of the Sergeant at Amis and the Offfoe of the Clerk at
_____o'clock, on __________ 19
\..11lt<•--t,, t--1� ,,mated
C:1r..1ry--Ca ll•adar
rtnk -- l\.1'11putt·t·
Gl1l<lt•n1 l,..!--tor your
Ill•·•

Committ,:,? .C:ce'f','i.rU'/1

{C3-73:
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Committee determines:
1. Bill is of major state concern
2. Bill is significant
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time available
4. Bill is noncontroversial
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CJ
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/

Ave
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,,,,,..
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e following persons (other than legislators) appeared before the committee,
· subcommittee thereof, during consideration of this bill:.
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No certificate sha l l

be sold on,

no r any l en created in,
i

property owned b y any governmental unit wh ose p roperty has become
subject to taxation due to its lease to

a

nongovernmental Jessel':,

Such d elinquent taxes shall be enforced aod cal Jected io tbe roanoec

provided in sub section 196.199 (7),
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·cs FOR HB 1589
Major Substantive changes
1.

Requires that the tax collector make four distributions of tax
revenues in the first two months and one distribution in each
month thereafter. It further allows more frequent distribution
if mutually agreed. Present law calls for three distributions
per inonth regardless of how much money is involved.

2.

The�bill shortens the life of a tax certificate from twenty
to even years. A survey of clerks offices indicates that
app- oximately 90% of all certificates are enforced or re
deemed within that period. The clause on page 21 line 7
preserves the remaining term of certificates presently outstanding.

3.

The bill includes persons such as county comptroller in the
collection process. This recognizes charter government.

4.

The bill bars enforcement of a tax certificate by any method
except as set out in the bill. This closes the possibility
of immediate enforcement in circuit court rather than the statutory
procedure.

s.

The bill recognizes the present practice of requiring only a
deposit on tax certificates and tax deeds until they are actuallf
issued.

6. The bill requires that all delinquent taxes on a parcel in any one
year to be sold on the same certificate. This will reduce the
cost of sale and simplify title searches. It is the current
practice in many counties.
7.

The bill sets a $5 fee for redemption of
will move most tax collectors offices to
on delinquent taxes. There is presently
Until last year the clerk received $2.50

tax certificates. This
just below break even
no fee for the service.
for the function.

8., The bill clarifies the present practice of charging a minimum 5%
of face on redeemed certificates .

.

. 9.

The bill requires the collector to hold unclaimed redemption and
sale proceeds for 90 days. He shall then deliver them to the
county commission which holds them for two years at which time
they escheat,

10.

The bill eliminates the requirement that when the county cor..rnissioner
enforces a certificate 'that it must de?osit funds to cover other
certificate holders. It also eliminates the mandating purchase
requirement if there are no bidders at the tax sale. This is done
by placing the property on a list of lands available for taxes
that can be purchased by anyone for the taxes. After seven years
the land escheats to the trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund.

ll.

The bill provides that the proceeds of a tax sale shall be applied
against all other governmental leins of record prior to distri
bution to the property owner. This corrects an error in Chapter
72-268.

12.

The bill leaves all municipal delinquent taxes as of July 1 1 1973,
for which certificates were never sold with the municipality.
•
· Such taxes are voided as of January 1, 1980.

13 .

The bill preserves all rights vested as the effective date of
72-268. See page 31, line 9.

14.

The bill eliminates the tolling of the statute of limitations
after the issuance of a tax deed and limits the restrictions that
survive a tax deed. This will inprove the quality of a tax deed.

·H-:>uso Finance•&: ':::'e.x,C:,r..;.ni•.t-te-e
5-18-73 C'"i'

STAFF COMMENT
cs for HB 1589
197.012-

Allows the normal 30 days to receive the 4\ discount
for payment of taxes in the event that the tax roll
is not available on November 1,

197.016(1)

Clarifies what payments must be made prior to the
certificate sale to prevent a certificate from·being
sold.

197,016(2)

Requires periodic distribution of tax collections to
the taxing authority. In the first two months,.
(November and December, there shall be at least three
distributions and one distribution in all other months
except as otherwise mutually agreud,

197,016(3) .Change tho date of final settlement with the county

commission from July 10 to the third Monday in July
to insure that the·date is always a working day,

. 197.056{1)
197,056(2)

Improved wording as to the lien period and inserts
county comptroller as an officer in tho tax collection
system, This recogni2o<J Lhc cha:ttcr county officer,

Prohibits enforcement of tax corLifiaatcs Jn any
manner except ns provided in this rt,«ptcr, Reverses
City of Ora<lcnt.on v. r,co 1 120 Fljl, 100, 162 So2d
139 (19)5),

197 ,062(2)

Sets interest rate on delinquent 1-axos between 'the time
of doll nqu<'nc:y noel the Oil lo .:i \. l8t, • This corrocts an
error in Chapter 72-268,

197.072(1)

Clarifies that tho notico forms shall be provided by
the dopnrtment of revenue.

197,076

The dolotod language performs no functional purpose,

197,082
197,106(1)

changes tho deadline date for the errors and insolvencies
list to insure it will alw.:iys fall on � working day.

Oolotes the word door to permit tax salos in the courthouse,

197.106(2)

Corrects punctuation.

197.116(3)

and (4) Updates archaic langu�go to reflect the fact that
in tho first inotanco a certificate, not the land itself.
is sold for tho delinquent taxes, This amondmont delays
the full payment of tho taxes until the certi,ficate ·is
·
1
<lo 1ivoro<l,
.

Roquiroa that all delinquent taxes on a paroeX in one year
ba sold on the same cortificato,

•

197.121

Makes the collection responsible · for costs erroneous
tax assessment.

197,132

Transfers the issuance of duplicate tax certificates to
the tax collector from the clerk of tho circuit court.

197,136

Clarifies when the interest begins running.

-197,lSlCl)

Directs county tax collector to enforce all certificates
delivered to him like county certificates,

197,151 (2)

Tax collector will receive a $5,00 fee for certificate
redemption. Struck material corrects error in Chapter
72-268.

197,156

Clarifies who is to pay what charges when tax certifi•
cates are redeemed, It further clarifies that, regardless
of when a certificat� is r�deemed, the minimum interest
charge will be 51 of the face,

197,176

Eliminates superfluous word1ng and requires the assessor
to deliver apportionments of value on cut-outs within
fifteen days,

197,181

Deletes the reguiroment
as to the physical nat�re of the
·
record.

197,186

Make the use of the term money rather than funds con
sistent throughout tho section and clarifies the hold•
ing period for redemption money,

197,191,
197,201

Deletes collectors notice to the clerk and the ass�ssor
when lands are redoomcd, Thoy havo no need for this
information.
This

197,216

Deletes reference to county foreclosure for taxes,
was abolished by Chapter 72-268.

197,236

Shortens the life of a tax certificate to seven years
and preserves all rights in existing certificdtPS,•

197,241(1)

Deletes county held certificates from permissive enforce
ment provisions, This makes subsection (1) clearly con
sistent with subsection (3) which makes enforcement
mnndatory after two years.

197,241(2)

Clarifies the duties of the tax collector with �aspect
to applications for decq. The collector sha 11 be
responsible for everything except notices, �dv�rtise
ments and sales, The clerk .s authorized to rely on
the collector's certificate of persons entitled to
notice;

197,241(3)

Deletes requirement �hat the county deposit funds for
tho benefit of other certificate holders. This pro
vision will eliminate the unnecessary •tic-up of largo
amount of county funds. By defining the first bid as
all taxes and costa, there ia no possibility of a
deficiency.

�iarities cnac cne co!lector shall do preliminary
advertising for tax sales,
197.246(2)

.197.256 6
197.261

Requires the successful bidder to also pay all documentary stamps and recording fees,
Technical correction.

No significant change.

197.266

Permits reasonable deposits by tax sale bidders until
delivery of the tax deed. It also requires payment of'
recording taxes and a canceling of all outstanding certificates prior to issuance of the tax deed,

197.291

Directs the collector to disburse amounts held by him
after the sale.

197.302

·conforms the county sections from prior foreclosure to
the present tax deed procedures.

197.311

Provides that buyer has right to immediate entry in his
o�n right and conforms county tax deeds as in §197.302.

. 197.351
197.356

Clarification of certificate cancellation procedure •
(4) Lists of iands sold for taxes must be delivered to'
the collector. All other taxes must be collected by
the .levying authority. These other taxes will expire
January l, 1980.
(51 Authorizes the clerk to deliver records to the
collector,
(6) & (7) Preserves all rights in. now existing certifi. cates.
(8) Instructs the collector to proceed to administer
all tax certificates delivered to him in the same
manner,

Corrects error in Chapter 72-262.
, Chapter 95

125.39

Limits an action for recovery of land after tax deed to
four years. This is at least six years after the non
payment of taxes. The substance of the section is
presently in section 197.316, section 197,286 is also
transferred to Chapter 95 and modernized.
This permits the county to dispose of land acquired by
tax deed in the same manner as all other county land.

197,246(3)

Clarifies collector's duties with regard to tax deeds.

173,01

Exempts county administered municipal tax liens from
Chapter 197,

193·, 481 ( 1)

Amends the section to delete the foreclosure reference

since this procedure is no longer used,

.· 'REPEALERS
193.481(5)
•• (6)

Theae section• re•atate that except as otherwise pro
vided all taxable pro�rty is subject to general law.

197.236(3}

Tlus subsection is now obsolete since neither the state
nor the municipalities hold certificates and even those
held by the county must be enforced after two years.

197.236(6)

This subsection is replaced by 5197.236(5) as amended
in this act,

197 .316 �
197.321

The substance of this section is incorporated into
Chapter 95 by section 29 in this act. The statute of
limitations to bring an action for recovery after
issuance of a deed is shortened to three years,' This
is done in an effort to improve the quality of the tax
deed.

197,331

Counties no longer obtain fina-l judgments or. tax certi
ficates but rather receive tax deeds. The provision
is therefore obsolete.

197�336

Repeal will correct error in Chapter 72-268.

50,061(6)

Removes exemption of tax notices from the uniform legal
notice chapter.

167,434(4)
211,16

Deletes tax payment schedule that is replaced in Sl97,0l6
(2) •

This repeals the special sections for tax certificates
and deeds on oil and gas mineral rights. These rights
are substantially redundant of Chapter 197 and as such
are not necessary. There has been no valid reason given
for the difference• between oil companies and other
"property owners.
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TO:

Members of the House of Representatives

FROH: Representative Ralph D. Turlington

RE:

cs

0,ot:J

for HB1589

The enclosed materials outline the changes made by CS for:
HB1589. The bi·ll is the work product' of many months of
meetings with the Tax collectors Association, Clerks of
the Circuit Court Association, Attorney General's Tax
Division, Department of Revenue, Law Revision Council,
Statutory Revision and several county attorneys.
It is my opinion that the bill will substantially improve
the administration of property ta:;.-: collections. If you
have any question� feel free to contact my staff in the
office of the Committee on Finance & Taxation.
RDT:gr
Enclosure
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A bill to

An act relating to the

valorem taxes; amending §§J/§7. 12, 197.016,1
197.056, 197.062(2), 197fa72(1)�and (2),

197.076, 197.082, 197.l�{l) and {2), 197.116-

(3) and (4) and adding

197.121(1), 197.132, 197.136, 197. 51, 197.156(1), 197.176, 197.181, 197.186, 197\.191, 197.201, 197.216, 197.236(1),

197.302(1), 197.311, 197.351, 197.356(4) and

adding subsections ( 5), (6), (7), and (8) thereto,

18

Florida Statutes;

11 Florida Statutes, 1972

19

Statutes,

21

§125.39, Florida Sta

22
23

24

25

26
27

29

30
31

and (5), 197.-

amending §§197.256, 197.261, 197.271, 197.291(2),

and 197.361(1),

20

(2),

241, 197.246, adding subsection (2) to §197.266,

16

17

thereto,

nt, to chapter 95, Florida

Statutes,

said section; amending
tes, 1971; transferring

and renumbering §197i2�1, Florida Statutes, 1972

I \

Supplement, as subsection (2) of §197.246,
i

Florida Statutes; afnending §§�73.0l, 193.102(1),

and §193.481(6), ail Flor1ida Statutes, 1971;

providing for time of discounts; providing for
distributions of taxes collected providing for

collections on railroad spurs; providing statutes
of limitation for tax liens, certificates, and
suits for recovery of land acquired by tax

deed; providing that chapter. 197 is the exclusive
l

5-SB

1

means of enforcing a tax certificate; providing

2

an interest rate on personal property; providing

3

for a single certificate per year; providing a

4

fee to the tax collector for redemptions,

5

purchases of county certificates and omitted

6

years taxes; clarifying the minimum five percent

7

(5%) charge on certificates; providing for dis

8

tribution of unclaimed redemption money and

9

sale proceeds; providing for procedural require

10

ments and duties in the redemption of tax certi

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

ficates; providing for the time and methods of
enforcing tax certificates; providing for sales
qf property at public auction; providing for
notices; providing for distribution of proceeds
of sales; providing for a method for sale of
property acquired by the county through tax pro
ceedings; providing for implementation procedures;
repealing §197.465(2), Florida Statutes, 1969, as
amended by chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida,
appearing as §197.141(3), Florida Statutes, 1972
Supplement, §197.236(3) and (6), Florida Statutes,

22

1972 Supplement, as created by chapter 72-268,

23

Laws of Florida, §197.291(3), Florida Statutes,

24
25
26

1972 Supplement, as created by chapter 72-268,
Laws of Florida, §197.610, Florida Statutes, 1969,
as amended by chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida,
appearing as §197.316, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, §197.615, Florida Stututes, 1969,

as amended by chapter 72-2G8, La,vs of Florida,
30
31

appearing as §197.321, Florida Statutes, 1972
Supplement, §197.680, Florida Statutes, 1969,
2

as amended by chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida,
2

appearing as §197.331, Florida Statutes, 1972

J

Supplement, §197.665, Florida Statutes, 1969,

4

as amended by chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida,

5

appearing as §197.336, Florida Statutes, 1972

6

Supplement, §50.061(6), Florida Statutes, 1971,

7

§193.481(4), Florida Statutes, 1969, appearing

8

as §193.481(5), Florida Statutes, 1971, §§211.-

9

14, 211.15, and 211.16, Florida Statutes, 1971,

10

which provided for payment of other taxes upon

11

transfer of tax certificates, authority to

12

transfer certain twenty (20) year old municipal

13

certificates, cancellation of twenty (20) year

14

old certificates by the clerk, limitations on

15

actions where grantee of a tax deed has paid

16

taxes for twenty (20) yea.rs, limitations where

17

a patent has not been issued prior to assessment,

18

termination of rights upon entry of a final

19

judgment in the county, the distribution of

20

proceeds, inapplicability of chapter 50 to tax

21
22
23
24
25

notices, disposition of unclaimed funds in the
hands of the clerk, applicability of general
law to certain subsurface rights, certificates
and deeds on surface rights, and local acts and

26

general acts of local application to the extent
they conflict with chapter 197; providing an

27

effective date.

--. 28
.''1

31

De· It Enacted by the Legislature of the State_, of Florida:

3

.
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'

1
2
3

Section 1.

Section 197.012, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.012

When taxes due; discounts if paid before

4

certain time.--All taxes shall be due and payable on November

5

1 of each year or as soon thereafter as the assessment roll, of

6

which he shall give notice by publication, may come into the

7

hands of the tax collector.

8

vested with the power, and it shall be his duty, to collect

9

all taxes as shown on the tax roll, which taxes shall become

The tax collector is hereby

10

delinquent on April 1 following the year in which they are

11

assessed.

12

collected by the county tax collector, discounts for early

13

payment thereof shall be at the rate of 4 percent in the

14

month of November and at

15

days after the mailing of the original tax notice; 3 percent

16

in the month of December; 2 percent in the following month of

17

January; and 1 percent in the following month of February.

18

taxes paid in March shall be without discount.

19

be his duty, and he is hereby vested with the power, to collect

20

by sale of the tax liens on the real property and by seizure

21

and sale of personal property_, all taxes assessed on the roll

22

and which are not paid prior to April 1 of the year following

23

the year in which the taxes are assessed.

24
25
26
27
�28
29
30
31

On all taxes assessed on the county tax rolls and

Section 2.

any time within thirty (30) £±£�eeH

The

It shall also

Section 197.016, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.016

When collections are to be made; distributions

to taxing authorities; when taxes are delinquent; time of final
settlement.-(1)

Tax collectors arc required to make all collections
4

f ,

1

before April 1 following the year in which the taxes were

2

assessed.

3

the governmental unit levying the tax.

4

real and personal property shall become delinquent on April 1

5

of the year following the year in which the taxes were assessed.

6

efle Real property taxes shall bear interest at the rate of 18

7

percent per year from that date until a certificate is sold,

8

from which time the interest rate shall be as bid by the buyer.

9

Delinquent taxes on real property may be paid after April 1

All taxes collected shall be delivered forthwith to
All unpaid taxes upon

10

but orior to the sale of a tax certificate by paying all taxes,

11

costs, advertising charges and interest.

12

taxes shall bear interest at eighteen percent (18%) per year

13

from April 1 until paid or barred under chapter 95.

Personal property
baRas-tt�eR

14
15
16
17
18
19

(2) • The collector shall distribute to each taxing

authority, taxes collected according to the following schedule:

During the first two (2) months after the tax roll comes into

20

his possession for collection, there shall be at least four (4)

21

distributions; in all other months there shall be at least

22

one (1).

23

and the governing board of the taxing authority mutually agree.

24

A different schedule may be used if the collector

ill

��r

On or before the third Monday in Julx: cfttly-l0

2.5

following the year in which the taxes were assessed, the

26

collector shall make a final report and settlement with the

27

county commissioners.

�8

in full force until all the taxes remaining unpaid shall have

29

been collected and the final report and settlement made by

30
31

All warrants now outstandins shall be

5

' r

155--!3B ,

1

the tax collector with the county authorities, and all warrants

2

heretofore issued or co be issued shall be in full force in

3

the hands of any successor of the tax collector to whom they

4

may have been issued.

5

ill

�3t

The tax collector of every county in this state

6

shall collect the taxes so assessed on railroad spurs and side

7

tracks by the county tax assessor as other personal taxes are

8

collected.

9

eaM-assesser7-er-eax-ee±±eetetl-by-�he-ee1::1Hty-ea�-ee±±eetef,-eH

10
11
12
13
14

Hewevef,-He-assessmeHe-sha±±-he-maele-hy-ehe-ee1::1Hey

r-aic:l:fea.d-sh1e-tfaelts-e,r-s}:l1::1rs-whieh-have-heeH-assesseel-aHtl-el'i
whieh-ta�es-have-been-ee±:l:eeted-by-ehe-tle�er-treeHt-e£-reven1::1e�·
Section 3.

Section 197.056, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.056

ill

15

Lien of taxes.--

All taxes imposed pursuant to the constitution and

16

laws of this state shall be a first lien, superior to all

17

other liens, on any property against which the taxes have been

18

assessed, and shall continue in full force antl-e£feet from

19

January 1 of the year iei±ew±ng-the-yeaf the taxes were levied

20

until discharge� by payment or until barred by chapter 95.

·21

All personal property tax liens, to the extent that the property

22

to which the lien is applicable cannot be located in the county

23

or to which the sale of the property is insufficient to pay all

24

delinquent taxes, interest, fees, and costs due, shall be liens

25

against all other personal property of the tab-payer with�n that

26

county.

27
·2a
20

No act of omission or commission on the part of any

assessor, assicstaH-1!-assesse�, tax collector·; board of county
commissioners, clerk of the· circuit court,· county comptroller
and their dcnuties ilnd assistnnts or newspaper in which any

30
31
6

•,

15,5-;f.iB ,

1

advertisement of sale may be published shall operate to defeat

2

the payment of the taxes; but any acts of omission or commissio

3

may be corrected at any time by the officer or party respon-

4

sible for them in like manner as provided by law for performing

5

acts in the first place, and when so corrected they shall be

6

construed as valid ab initio and shall in no way affect any

7

process by law for the enforcement of the collection of any

8

tax.

9

are due and payable annually and are charged with the duty of

All owners of property shall be held to know that taxes

10

ascertaining the amount of current and delinquent taxes and

11

paying them before April 1 of the year following the year in

12

which taxes are assessed.

13

personal property for nonpayment of taxes shall be held invalid

14

except upon proof that:

No sal� or conveyance of real or

15

(a} t¼t

The property was not subject to taxation;

16

(b}

The taxes had been paid before p�±e�-�e the

17
18

i�r

sale of personal property; or
(c) t3r

The real property had been redeemed before the

19

execution and delivery of� deed based upon� certificate

20

issued for nonpayment of taxes.

21

(2}

A lien created through the sale of a tax certifi-

22

cate may not be foreclosed or enforced in any manner except as

23

prescribed in this chapter.

24
25
26
27

Section 4.

Statutes, 1972 Supplement, is amended·to read:
197.062

Advertisement of personal property with de-

linquent taxes.-(2)

29

Subsection (2) of section 197.062, Florida

On or before April 25 of each year, the tax

collector shall advertise a list of t:1c n,1:.ies of delinquent

30
31.

7

155-

1

te.ng:i:.b:!:e personal property taxpayer-s ·and the amount of tax

2

due by each.

3

all personal property taxes are now drawing interest at the

4

rate of eighteen percent (18%) twe:!:ve-pereent per year and

5

that unless the delinquent taxes are paid before May 1,

6

warrants will be issued thereon directing levy upon and

7

seizure of the ten9ib:!:e personal property of the taxpayer for

8

the unpaid taxes.

9

Section 5.

10

The advertisement shall include a notice that

Subsections (1) and (2) of section 197.072,

Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, are amended to read:

11

197.072

12

(1)

Notice of taxes by mail, etc.--

Within twenty days after delivery to him of the

13

tax roll bee� with the assessor's warrant and recapitulation

14

sheet, the tax collector shall mail to each taxpayer appearing

15

on the assessment roll, whose post-office address is known to

16

him, notic� that the tax roll beek is open for payment of

17

taxes, stating the amount qf taxes due by the taxpayer and

18

advising the taxpayer of the discounts allowed for early

19

payment.

20

that shall clearly designate and separately identify the rate

21

of taxation to be levied for the use of the county and school

22

board and the total rate of taxation for all other taxing

23

authorities in the county.

24

and the postage �£erefer shall be pa�d out of the general fund

25

of the county upon statement thereof by the tax collector.

26

(2)

The notice shall be accompanied by a printed statemen

The expense of p�intin�-the-netiees

Upon delivery of a written request from a mo�t-

27

gagee stating that he is the trustee of an escrow account for

,28

ad valorem taxes due on the property, the tax collector shall

29
30
31

mail to the mortgagee or lien holder a notice si!e.toere.ent of

',

.

155-5B
•,• ,

1

taxes against the property, or a copy of the newspaper, if

2

available, containing the list of lands advertised for sale for

3

nonpayment of taxes, as may be requested.

4

tax notice is mailed to a trustee of an escrow account, the tax

5

collector shall mail a duplicate notice sta�emen� to the owner

6

of the property with the additional statement that the original

7

has been sent to the trustee. The tax collector shall also mail

8

a duplicate tax notice to the vendee of a recorded contract for

9

deed, or, if the contract is not recorded, the duplicate shall

10

be mailed upon written application by the vendee.

11

12

When the original

Section 6.

Section 197.076, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:

13

197.076

Notice to mortgagee.--On or before May 1 of

14

each year, the holder or mortgagee of an unsatisfied mortgage,

15

upon filing with the tax collector a description of land

16

encumbered by a recorded mortgage and paying an annual service

17

charge of two dollars £or-the-±ssttanee-and-ma±i±ng-o£-a

18

spee±ai-not±ee-for-eaeh-mortgage-ttnder-wh±eh-the-not±ee-±s

19

g±ven, may request and receive information during the current

20

tax year concerning any delinquent taxes appearing on the

· 21

current tax roll e�-iand-seid and certificates issued on the

22

described mortgaged land.

23

such request, will furnish the following information to the

24

mortgagee within sixty days following the tax certificate

25

sale:

26

(1)

The collector, upon receipt of

Description of land sold as requested by the

mortgagee.
2<)

30

(2)

The number of each certificate issued and to whom.

{3)

The face amount of the certificate.

31
9

. ,

The cost for redemption of the certificate.

1

(4)

2

Section 7.

3

Section 197.082, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.082

4

Errors and insolvencies list.--On or before

5

the third Monday in July cft1:l:y-:l:8 of each year, the tax

6

collector shall make out a report to the county commissioners

7

showing the discounts, errors, double assessments, and in-

8

solvencies for which he is to be credited under the different

9

heads, giving, in every case except discounts, the names of

10

the parties on whose account the credit is to be allowed.

11

In no case, however, shall the tax collector take credit on

12

the list as insolvent items, any eeng±a:1:e personal property

13

tax due by a solvent taxpayer.

14

upon receiving the report, shall examine it, make such

15

investigations as may be necessary, and, if it is discovered

16

that the tax collector has taken credit as an insolvent item

17

any �ang±e:1:e personal property tax due by a solvent taxpayer,

18

then the amount of taxes represented by such item shall be

19

charged to the tax collector, and the report shall not be

20

approved until the tax collector strikes such item from the

21

report.
Section 8.

22

The county commissioners,

Subsections (1) and (2) of section

23

197.106, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, are amended to

24

read:

25

197.106

26

seizure.--

27

(1)

Sale of �an�±b:le personal property after

When ta!'lg±b:le personal property· is levied upon

·2s

for any delinquent taxes as provided for in §197.086, the

29

tax collector shall give public notice by advertisement of the

30

10

31

' '

----=e::.--

1

time and place of sale of the property to be sold at least

2

fifteen days before the sale.

3

at least three public places in the county, one of which s hall

4

be at the courthouse deer, and the property shall be sold

5

at public auction at the courthouse deer.

6

shall be present if practical, but at any time before the

7

sale, the owner or claimant of the property may release it by

8

the payment of the taxes plus delinquency charges and interest

9

and costs for which it was liable to be sold.

The notice shall be posted in

The property sold

In all cases,

10

immediate payment for the property shall be required.

11

any sale is made as aforesaid, the tax collector shall be

12

entitled to the same fees and charges as are allowed sheriffs

13

upon execution sales.

14
15

(2)

In case

If the property levied upon is sold for more than

the amount of taxes, delinquent charges, interestL costs, and

16

collection fees, the surplus shall be. returned to the person

17

in whose possession the property was when the levy was made

18

or to the owner of the property.

19

Section 9.

Subsections (3) and (4) of section 197.116,

20

Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, are amended and subsection

21

(6) is added to said section to read:

22

(Substantial rewording of subsection (3).

23

§197.116(3), F. S., 1972 Supplement, for present text).

24

197.116

2.5

(3)

See

Sale of tax certificates for unpaid taxes.-

The tax collector shall require immediate payment

26

of a reasonable deposit from any person to whom any parcel of

27

land may be struck off and failure to pay such deposit shall

28

cause the bid to be canceled.

29

for issuance, the tax collector shall notify all persons to

When tax certificates are ready

30
31

11

1

whom any parcel was struck off, that the certificate is ready

2

for issuance and payment must be made within forty-eight (48)

3

hours from the mailing of such notice or the deposit shall be

4

forfeited and the bid canceled.

5

be made before delivery of the certificate by·the tax collector.

6

Upon the cancellation of any bid, the tax collector shall

7

resell that certificate the following day or as soon thereafter

8

as possible; provided the certificate is sold within ten (10)

9

days after cancellation of such bid.

10

(4)

In any event, payment shall

The tax collector shall make a list of all the

11

certificates :l:ende sold for taxes, showing the date of the

12

sale, the number of each certificate, the name of the owner

13

as returned, a description of the land within the certificate,

14

se±d, the name of the purchaser, the interest rate bid and

15

the amount for which sale was made.

16

append to the list a certificate setting forth the fact that

17

the sale was made in accordance with chapter 197. :!:aw.-ene-eopy

18

0£-the-:l:ist-sha:l::!:-be-forwardecl-to-the-department-ef-reventle,

19

and-ene-sha:1::1:-:be-rete:i:ned-by-the-ta!{-ee,:!::l:eetor,-who-sha:El:-eftter

22

(6)

The tax collector shall

Delinquent property taxes of all governmental

23

units due on a parcel of land due in any one (1) year shall

24

be combined into one (1) certificate.

25
26

Section 10.

Section 197.121, subsection (1) of section

197.132, and section 197.136, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement,

27. are amended to read:
28

?9

30
:n

197.121

Collector not to sell certificates on land on

which taxes have been paid; pcnalty.--If any tax collector

12

l

sells any tax certificates on land upon which the tuxes have

2

been paid, the office of the tax collector shall be liable

3

for all legitimate expenses to which the owner may be put in

4

clearing his title, including a reasonable attorney's fee to

5

be fixed by the court, and refund to the state all amounts £or

6

which it may be credited on account of the illegal sale, in-

7

eluding cost of advertising.

8

shall be responsible to the publisher for costs of advertising

9

lands on which the taxes have been ·paid, and the office of

The office of the tax collector

10

the tax assessor shall be responsible to the publisher for the

11

costs of advertising lands doubly assessed or assessed in

12

error.

13

197.132

14

(1)

Duplicate certificates.--

If application is made to the board of county

15

commissioners for issuance of a duplicate tax sale certificate

16

instead of a certificate aileged by affidavit to be the propert

17

of affiant and to have been lost or destroyed, the board may

18

authorize the tax collector to issue a duplicate certificate

19

upon such reasonable terms, conditions, and assurances as the

20

board may require.

21

marked or stamped "duplicate," and the tax collector e3:el!'k'

22

shall thereupon issue it to the affiant upon payment of two

23

dollars and enter the fact of the duplicate in the tax sale

24

record opposite the entry of the sale for w:--iich the lost or

25

destroyed certificate was issued.

26

place a notation of the alleged loss or destruction, whether

27

the duplicate is issued or not.

28

to the board of county commissioners that a tax sale certificat

29

belonging to the county has been lost or misplaced, the board

°

The duplicate certificate shall be plainly

·rn
31

13

He shall enter in the same

.....

If the tax· collector certifies •••••

l

shall enter an order in its �im.t�ook directing the collector

2

to issue and file in his office a duplicc1te certificate.
197.136

3

Certificate of sale.--Immediately after the tax

4

sale, the tax collector shall give to the purchaser a certifi-

5

cate of sale describing the lands ptirehased and the amount

6

paid therefor, which amount shall bear interest from the

7

date of sale at the rate bid by a purchaser.

8

the certificate shall be as prescribed by the department

9

of revenue.

10
11

Section 11.

The form of

Section 197.151 and subsection (1) of

section 197.156, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, are amended

12 to read:
197.151

13

14

Tax sale certificates belonging to the county

held by the tax collector; redemption.--

15

(1)

All tax sale certificates issued to the county or

16 any municipality shall be held by the tax collector of the
17 county where the lands covered by the· certificates are located.
18 All certificates held by the county shall be enforced in the
19 manner prescribed for county certificates without regard to
20

what aovernmental unit's taxes the certificates relate.

21

(2)

The tax collector of the county is authorized and

22 directed to allow the redemption or purchase, in whole or in
23 part, when the part to be redeemed or purchased can be ascer24

tained by_ legal description, of any tax certificates held by

25 the county at any time before the vesting of title in the

26 county,

The assessor shall, within fifteen (15) days after re-

27 quest from the collector, apportion the property into the parts
... 28
29

sought to be redeemed or purchased.

of the tax certificate or certificates, or the part thereof as

30
31

The payment of the amount

14

1'55-5B

1

2

the part to be redeemed or purchased bears to the whole and any

and all subsequent unpaid or omitted taxes due on the land to be
redeemed or purchased, shall be paid with interest thereon at

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
·26
27
�ia
29
30

the rate of 18 percent per annum for the period of time from
the date of the certificate.

For each certificate redeemed,

or each county certificate purchased, or each omitted year,

the collector shall receive a fee of five dollars ($5). ttne±¼
Ap�±±-±-o£-ehe-yea�-£o±±ow±ng-ehe-aaee-o£-ehe-eere±£±eaee.
A±i-£ttnas-eo¼±eeeea-ttnaer-�h±s-seee±en-shaii-be-a±s�r±baeea
as-prov±aea-±n-§±97.±8¼.
197.156

Redemption of tax sale certificates sold to

purchaser other than county.-claiming lands upon which a tax sale certificate has been sold,
or any part or parcel thereof or any interest therein, or the

creditor of any owner or claimant, may redeem the lands at any

time after the issuance of the tax sale certificate and before
a tax deed is issued by paying to the tax collector in the

county where the land is situated the face amount of the

certificate of sale, or the part thereof as the part or interest
redeemed shall bear to the whole, upon the collector being

furnished within fifteen (15) days by the� eottn�y assessor

e£-eaxes with a certificate apportioning the value to the part
or parts sought to be redeemed and to the remaining land or
lands under said certificate or certificates, according to

their respective part or parts, the apportionment to be made
upon the basis of valuation.

Upon redemption being made, the

person redeeming the tax sale certificate shall pay all taxes,
interest, costs, ana charges, and omitted taxes if any as

provided by law upon the part or parts of the certificate ½ana

31
15

1

so redeemed or purchased, with interest as stated in the

2

certificate from the date of the certificate to the date of

3

redemption�,

4

interest earned on the tax sale certificate is less than five

5

,Percent (5%) of the face amount of the certificate, then a

6

m_andatorv charge of five percent (5%) shall be levied upon

7

_the tax sale certificate.

When a tax sale certificate is redeemed and the

The person redeeming the tax sale

8

c
_ ertificate shall pay the interest rate bid or the five percent

9

_(5%) mandatory charge whichever is greater.

10
11

This shall apply

_to all tex sale c3rtificatcs except those with an interest

r
_ ate bid of zero ocrccnt (0%}. btlt-net-iess-than-5-pereent-ef

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
---2 8

Section 12.

Section 197.176, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.176

Redemption of portion of tax certificate.--

Any portion of land, or interest therein, contained in a tax
sale certificate or certificates he:l:d-by-the-eetlnty7-er-heid
by-an-�ncl±v±dtlui-ent±tied-te-recleem-the-same-by-a-eert±£±eate
ef-l.'.'ecle1npt:i:en-; may be redeemed by-a-eel.'.'t±f±eate-ef-the-t,:;-a.Bs£e�
er-rede:mpt:±en under the hand and official seal of the tax ·
collector, upon his being furnished by the tax eetlnty assessor
e£-i:a:l{eS with a certificate apportioning the value to that
ehe portion sought to be r�deerned and to the remaining land
or lands under said certificate or ce�tificates, according to
their respective portion, said apportionment to be made upon
the basis of valuation.

The tax collector shall submit to the

tax assessor a written reaucst for apportionment and the

29
30
31

16

1

assessor shall, within fifteen (15) davs, return the apportion-

2

ment to the collector.

3

terestL costs, and charges as provided by law upon the portion

4
5
6
7

The person shall pay all taxes, in-

of the land being redeemed.
Section 13.

Sections 197.181, 197.186 and 197.191,

Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, are amended to read:
197.181

Duty of the collector as to redemption of

8

land.--It shall be the duty of the tax collector to enter on

9

the record of tax sales the partial or total redemption or

10

sale of every tax certificate made through him, and he shall

11

also keep,-±B-a-beek-�e-be-f1:1�!'l:i:shee1-h±m-by-the-departmen-e.-e£

12

reven1:1e,-as a permanent record ef-the-eff±ee,-a-eemp±ete-and

13

f1:1±±-reeere1 of all sales and redemptions, giving the number of

14

the tax certificate, the date of the tax certificate, the

15

amount or proportionate amount of the face value of the cer-

16

tificate, �nd the disposition of the proceeds, with the date

17

thereof in a form approved.by the department of revenue.

18

The collector shall remit to the general fund of each taxing

19

unit all amounts due the unit from the certificate, and shall

20

file with the board of county commissioners a report showing

21

the amount of money collected and disposition thereof in detail.

22

197.186

Disposition of unclaimed redemption moneys

23

:E1:1,1els.--When money is held by the tax collector fe�-a-pe,d:ed-e:f!

24

n±ne-e.y-days for the redemption of ta� certificates, which

25

moneys are by the course of law provided to be paid over to

26

the holder of a redeemed tax certificate ree1eemee1, but as to

27

which the tax collector has not made payment over to the tax

28

certificate holder ¼ega±-tit±ehe±cler of record, either-he

30

31

17

2

yeer-£er-any-ether-ea�ee the tax collector shall upon the

3

expiration of nin�ty (90) days from the receipt of the moneys

4

remit on the first dav of the followinq quarter ferthw±th-eH

5

aantiary-:1:-ei-eaeh-ycar-rem±t to the board of county com.�is-

6

sioners the unclaimed redemption moneys less the sum of one

7

dollar on each hundred dollars or fraction thereof, which

8

shall be retained by the collector as service charges.

9

a-per±ed-ef-twe Two years after the £rem date the unclaimed

10

redemption moneys were rerr:i tted to the board of county com-

11

missioners, ef-±sstiunee-e£-�ax-deed, all claims to such moneys

12

£tines are hereby declared to be forever barred and such moneys

13

ftlnds shall become the property of the county.

14

, 197.191

After

Redemption before November 1.--When application

15

is made before November 1 of any year for the redemption of

16

lands heretofore or hereafter sold for taxes, the person

17

applying for redemption shall not be required to pay the taxes

18

for the year in which redemption is made.

19

in which such redemption is made, if unpaid, shall continue to

20

be a lien against the lands, and, if not paid before a tax

21

sale is held in the county, the same shall be included by the

22

tax collector in his sale as are other lands.

23

be extended by the tax assessor, if the property is redeemed

24

before the completion of the rolls, and by the tax collector,

25

if the property is redeemed after the completion of the rolls.

26

':Phe-tex-eo:!::3:eetor-she:l::l-±.mmcd±ate:!:y-net±fy-the-e:lerk-e£-the

28

:l:e.l'lcl.s-.

29

current ve.:irs' taxes for the year of redemption during the

The taxes shall

However, in the even.t the party redeeming pays the

30

31

Taxes for the year

18

1

time when discounts are allowed for payment of taxes, then

2

the same discounts shall be allowed the party as are allowed

3

in other cases of the payment of taxes.

4
5
6

Section 14.

Section 197.201, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.201

Tax collector shall notify assessor and-ele�k

7

of the purchase or redemption of county-owned tax certificates

8

a1;.cl-t.:he-±sst1.attee-e-:€-G<eecls.

9

cate held by the county is redeemed·or purchased,-e�-epen-the

Irmnediately after any tax certifi-

11

by-e�e-bea�cl-ef-ee�n�y-eernrn±ss±eae�s, the collector shall notify

12

the tax assessor attcl-the-e±e�k, advising him eaeh-ef-them

13

the name of the assignee or grantee, the description of the

14

property, and the year for which taxes were last collected.

15
16
17

Section 15.

Section 197.216, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.216

Cancellation of void omitted taxes or sub-

18

sequent certificates.--If the holder of any tax sale certifi-

19

cate should pay, redeem, or cause to be canceled and surrendered

20

any other tax sale certificate, or should pay or redeem any

21

subsequent and omitted taxes, in connection with an application

22
23

eeeaings 7 and if it should develop that the other tax sale

24

certificate or any of the subsequent.and omitted taxes are

25

void for any reason, the collector shall forward a certificate

Z6

of the fact to the department of revenue and enter upon the

27

records in his office a memorandum of the fact, as provided

·-2a
2<)

for in §197.206.

If the department, upon receipt of such

certificate, is satisfied of the cori�cc�iwss thereof, the

30
31.

19

1

tax collector shall refund to the person so paying or redeeming

2

the other tax sale certificate, or to the person so paying the

3

subsequent and omitted taxes, in connection with an application

4

for tax deed er-in-eenncet±en-w±th-a-tax-fereeiestire, the

5

amount received by the state, and thereupon the county commis

6

sioners, and any school district, school board, drainage

7

district, or other district, commission, or governmental sub

8

division or agency shall likewise refund the amount received

9

by it in accordance with the provisions of §197.206.

10

Section 16.

Subsections (1), (2) and (5) of section

11

197.236, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, are amended to

12

read:

13

197.236

14

(1)

Limitation upon lien of tax certificates.-

A period of seven (7) twenty years is declared

15

to be the life of any tax certificate issued against any lands

16

and held by any private holder .. The· period of seven (7)

17

twen-t:.y years shall be computed from the date of the issuance

18

of the tax certificate.

19

(2)

When such certificate becomes seven (7) twenty

20

years old, the certificate is deemed and held to be barred by

21

this statute of limitation, and no action on the certificate

22

may be maintained by any private holder in any court of this

23

state, and no tax deed shall issue therefor.

24

(5)

After the expiration of seven (7) twenty years

25

from the date of issuance of any tax sale certificate �ssued

26
27

against any land for taxes, when no application for a tax
..
deed or other administrative or legal proceeding has existed

28

of record, the tax sale certificates is_ a�e declared null and

29

void, and the tax collector shall cancel all seven (7) twen�y

30
31

20

L5'..>-513

1

year old tax sale certificates, noting the date of the cancel-

2

lation of any of the tax sale certificates upon all appro-

3

priate records in his office.

4

cancellation by entering opposite the record of the seven (7)

5

year old tax sale certificate a notation in substantially the

6

following form:

7

All certificates outsta�ding on the effective date of this act

8

shall have a life of twenty (20) years.

9
10
11
12
13

The collector shall ·comolete the

"Canceled by Act of 1973 Florida Legislature."

Section 17.

Section 197.241, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.241

Application for obtaining tax deed by holder

of tax sale certificate; fees.-(1)

Tax deeds on real estate ±nelttded-±n-a-ta�-sa¼e

14

ee��±£±ea�e-se¼d-§e�-nenpayreent-e£-�he-�axes may be obtained

15

by the holder of a tax certificate, in the follO\ving manner:

16

The holder of any tax certificate other than the county may at

17

any time after two years have elapsed since April 1 of the

18

year of issuance of the tax sale certificate and before the

19

expiration of seven (7) �wen�y years from the date of issuance,

20

file the certificate and an application for a tax deed with

21

the tax collector of the county where the lands described in

22

the certificate are located..:..,

The holder shall notify±1�g the

23

tax collector that he desires the lands, or any part thereof

24

which is capable of being readily separated from the whole,-

25

advertised for sale as provided in §197.246.

Consolidated

26

applications on more than one tax sale certificate are pro

27

hibited.

28
29

(Suhstantial rewording of subsection (2).
See §197.2�1(2), F.S., 1972 Supplement,

30
31
21

155-SD

(2)

1

Any certificate holder other than the county making

2

application for a tax deed shall pay the collector all amounts

3

required for redemption or purchase of all other outstanding

4

tax certificates, plus interest, any omitted taxes, plus inter

s

est, and delinquent taxes plus interest, covering the land.

6

The distribution to certificate holders of record of tax certi-

7

ficates redeemed or purchased shall be made as prescribed by

8

the department of revenue.

9

er to the clerk of the circuit court a statement certifying

The tax collector shall then deliv-

10

that the names and addresses of all persons the clerk is re-

11

quired by law to notify prior to the sale of the property and

12

that payment has been made to the collector for all outstanding

13

certificates or if the certificate is held by the county that

14

all appropriate fees have been deposited. The clerk shall ad-

15

vertise and administer the sale and receive such fees for the

16

issuance of the deed and sale of the property as is provided in

17

§28.24. The certificate shall be signed by the collector and

18

his seal affixed.

19

for errors and omissions of his office in making such certifi-

20

cates.

21

(3)

The collector may purchase a reasonable bond

The county shall make application for a deed on

22

all certificates two (2) years from the date the taxes to

23

which they relate were due.

24

ce�fi�ies A county shall apply for a deed on all certificates

25

in their possession that have been in their possession for more

26

than two years.

27

shall deposit with the colle8tor all applicable costs and fees

28

but shall not dcnosi t any r:i.oncy _ to cover the redcnn:,tion of other

Upon application for a tax deed the county

rntstzmc1ing ccrtificcttcs covc:cillg the L,.nd.
30

31

22

The opening bid

1
2
3

shall be the sum of the value of all outstanding certificates
against the land olus omitted years' taxes, delinquent taxes,
interest, and all costs and fees paid by the county.
(4)

4

If there are no bidders at the public sale, the

5

clerk shall enter the land on a list entitled "Lands Available

6

for Taxes" and sh_�ll 2-mmediately notify the county commission

7

and all other persons holding certificates against the land

8

that the land is available.

9

ninety (90) days after the day of offering for public sale

The county may, at any time within

10

purchase the land at the minimum bid.

11

any person or governmental unit may purchase the land from the

12

clerk without further notice or advertising for the minimum

13

bid.

14

(5)

After ninety (90) days

Taxes shall not be extended against parcels listed

15

as lands available for taxes, but in each year the taxes th.at

16

would have been due shall be treated as omitted years and added

17

to the required minimum bid.

18

land was offered for public sale the land shall escheat to

19

the state and the clerk shall execute a tax deed vesting title

20

in.__:!;;he trustees of the internal improvement fund.

21

22
23
24
25

Section 18.

Seven (7) years from the day the

Section 197.246, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.246

Notice, form of publication for obtaining tax

deed by holder.--

fil

Upon the receipt of the application as provided

26

by §197.241, and after the proper charges have been paid,

27

the clerk shall eatlse-a-ne�iee-ee-be publishea a notice once

28

each week for four consecu�ive weeks at weekly intervals in a

29

newspaper selected as provided in §197.062.

30
31
23

The form of notice

1
2
3

of the application for a tax deed shall be as prescribed by the

department of revenue.

No tax deed sale shall be held ±sstted

until thirty days after the first publication of the notice.

4

Section 19.

5

Florida Statutes, to read:

6

197.266

7

(2)

Subsection (2) is added to section 197.266,

Sale at public auction.--

The cJ.erk of the circuit court shall demand imm2di-

8 ate payment for cost by the highest bidder of an amount equal

9 to his bid plus applicable documentarv stamp taxes and recording

10 fees.

·The successful bidder shall make a reasonable deposit

13

cancel the bids and sell the property on the following day.

14

The clerk shall receive full payment prior to the issuance of

15

the tax deed.

16
17
18

19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Section 20.

Sections 197.256 and 197.261, Florida

Statutes, are amended to read:
197.256

Mailing notice to owner where application is

made by holder.-( 1)

In addition to the publication of the notice pro-

vided for by §197.246, the clerk of the circuit court shall
mail a copy of the notice to the legal titleholder and lien
holders of record, of the property and to each lienholder
as listed in tl,e collectors certification :i:f-afly, who claims a
lien thereon at the date of the filing of the application for
obtaining tax deed, if the address of the owner appears on the
record of the conveyance of the lands to the owner, or, if the
address of the owner does not appear thereon, then the notice
shall be mailed to the owner to whom the property was assessed

31

24

1

on the tax roll for the year in which the property was last

2

assessed, or, if the name and address of such person does not

3

appear thereon, then the notice shall be mailed to the person

4

last paying taxes upon the lands.

5

no address can be found, then no notice shall be required.

6

collector shall also mail notices to other lienholders who

7

make application to his office.

8

the notice to each mortgagee \vho has complied with the p.ro-

9

visions of §197.261.

10

If, upon diligent search,
The

The clerk shall mail a copr of

The clerk shall also mail a notice to

vendces of recorded contracts for deed or those who have made

11 application to receive tax notices, including those making
12 appliciltion for hor:icstcad c::c:i<tp::ic)n.

',·.:c clerk shall enclose
"�·?urning, pro-

13

with every ccpy mailed a statement as follm,s:

14

perty in which you a:r.e interested is listed in the copy of

15

the enclosed notice"; and the clerk shall make out and attach

16

to the affidavit of the publisher of the-ptibHeo.tien-et-the

17

nct±ee 7 a certificate containing the names and addresses of

18

those persons to when the copy was sent and the date thereof.

19

The certificate shall be signed by the clerk and his official

20

seal affixed.

21

of the fact that the notice was mailed.

22

addresses of the owners, if any, do not appear on the tax roll

23

as-a!et'eso.±d 7 and the address of the person last paying taxes

24

upon the lands is not shown, the clerk shall execute ane-at<eaeh

25

te-the-��eef-ef-��b±iea�±efl a certificate sea±ed-w±eh-h±s

The certificate shall be prima facie evidence
In the event the

26

eff±e±ai-2eai to this effect.

27

tract vendee, mortgagee, e� municipalityL or other taxing dis

The failure of the owner, con-

28 trict to receive the notice shall not effect the validity of
29

30
31

25

l

2

the tax deed issued pursuant to the notice.
The notice referred to in this section may be

(2)

3

sent any time not later than twenty days prior to the date of

4

sale, and a printed copy of the notice as published in the

5

newspaper shall be sufficien�.

6

197.261

Fees for mailing additional notices, when

7

application is made by holder.--11/hen the certificate holder

8

makes a written request for him to do so and furnishes him

9
10
11

with the names and addresses at the time of the filing of the
application, the clerk shall send a copy of the notice re
ferred to in §197.256 to anyone to whom th� certificate holder

12 may request him to send it, and the clerk shall include in it
13
14
15
16
l7
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

the stnte1,1ent ec::·-1:.:i:::.;:.:._ e ote required in §197.256.

The certifi-

catc holder shall pay the clerk the sum of twenty-five cents

for preparing and mailing each copy of notice requested by the
When the charges are made, they shull be added by

holder.

the clerk to the amount required to redeem the land from sale.
Section 21.

Section 197.271, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.271

Tax deeds.--All tax deeds shall be issued

in the name of a county and shall be signed by the clerk of
the county.

The deed shall be witnessed by two witnesses,

the official seal shall be attached thereto, and the deed
shall be acknowledged or proven as other deeds.

Except as

specifically provided in chaoter 197, no right, interest,
restriction, or other covenant shall survive the issuance of
a tax deed.
§28.24.

The charges by the clerk shall be as provided in

Tax deeds issued to a purchaser of land for delinquent

taxes shall be in the form prescribed by the department of

31

26

1

revenue. 'All deeds issue� purs�ant to this section shall be

2

prima facie evidence of the regularity of all proceedings from

3

the valuation of the lands to the issuance of the deed, inclu-

4

sive.

5
6
7
8
9

Section 22.

Subsection (2) of section 197.291, Florida

Statutes, 1972 Supplement, is amended to read:
197.291
(2)

Disbursement of proceeds of sale.--

If the property is purchased for an amount in

excess of the statutory bid of the certificate holder, the

10

excess shall be paid over and disbursed by the clerk.

11

gevernmeflta±-tlfl±ts-and-a�ene:i:es-he±d±ng-±±ens-£er-gener�±-taMes

12

tl�en-the-pre�crty-£er-the-payfflene-ef-the-±±efts-±n-ftl±± 7 -±£-the

�e-the

22

The clerk shall distribute the excess to the governmental

23

units for the payment of any lien of record held by a·

24

governmental unit against the property.

25

ment-i±cn�� In the event the excess is not sufficient to pay

26

all of such spee±a¼-assessmen� liens in full, the governmental

27

units �aY.:i:ng-d:i:str:i:ees shall be paid the excess pro rata in

28
29

30

full satisfaction of the lie_� '...

thc-spee±a±-nssess-

en-the-same-:bas±s-a5-prev:i:ded

here±n-fer-�he-�are±a±-paymen�-ef-genera±-ta�-±:i:ens,-and-ne

31

27

1

±±ens-seett�±ng-spee±ai-assessffien�s-shaz±-be-reta±ned-ttpen
2 �he-pre?er�y. If, after all liens of record fer-generai-taxes
3 ane-spee:i:ai-assessmente of the governmental units �aH4R�-afs4

tr±ets upon the property are paid in full, there remains a

5 balance of undistributed funds, the balance of the purchase

6 price shall be retained by the clerk for the beneift of the per7 son who on the day of the sale was ef the legal titleholder of
8
9

record.

The clerJ, shall mail a notice to the legal titleholder

of record notifying him of the funds held for his benefit and

10

shall pay to him upon demand the entire balance less a service

11

charge of one dollar on each hundred dollars or fraction there-

12 of.

Excess proceeds shall be held and disbursed in the same

13 manner as unclaimed redemption moneys in §197.186.

14

Section 23.

Subsection (1) of section 197.302, Florida

15 Statu· s, 1972 Supplc�cnt, is amended to read:
16
17
18

197.302

County delinquent tax lands; method and pro-

cedure for sale by county.-(1)

Lands acquired by any county of the state for

19

delinquent taxes in accordance with law ttnder-the-prev±s±ens

20

ef-(!h:i:s-ehepter which have not been previously sold or dedicat

21

ed by the board of county commissioners e:f-the-eetl!'lty may,

22

at its ±n-the discretion ef-the-bearcl-ef-eottnty-eemffliss±eners7

23

be conveyed by-lhe-bea�cl to the record fee simple owner of such

24
25
26

lands as of the date ef the f±nal-dee�ee-whe�eby-the county
obtained title to the lands beeame-��±e�ed-±ft-the-eettney.
However, before any conveyance shall be made, the former

27

owner of the lands may shai± file with the board of county com

28

missioners a verified written application which shall show:

29
30

(a)

The description of the lands for which a conveyance

31

28

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
. 21
22
23

is sought;
(b)

The name and address of the former owner;

(c)

The date title was acquired by the county; e£

the-i±nax-<lee�ee-tinde�-wh±eh-the-t±�xe-�e-the-lafids-was-qu±eted
in-the-eotmty;
(d)

The price of the lands as previously fixed by

resolution of the board of county commissioners, if this has
been done;
(e)

The use to which the lands were enjoyed by the

record fee simple owner at the time of acauisition by the
(f)

A brief statement of the facts and circumstances

upon which the former owner bases the request for restitution
of the described property;
(g)

.l\n offer to pay an amount equal to all taxes,

including municipal taxes-·-a�ns·, if any, which had become
delinquent, together 1,ith interest and costs provided by law.
Section 24.

Section 197.311, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is amended to read:
197.311

Grantee of tax deed entitled to immediate

possession.--Any person, firm, corporation, or county who is
the grantee of any tax deed under this law, ·er-any-eetinty

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

shall be entitled to the immediate possession of the lands des
cribed in the deed er-jticl�reeflt. If a demand for possession is
refused, the purchaser eeunty-e�-buye� may apply to the circuit
court for a writ of assistance upon five days' notice directed
to the person refusing to deliver possession.

31

29

Upon service of

1

2
3

d as
the responsive pleadings, if any, the matter shall procee
ant, an
in chancery cases. If the court finds for the applic
f to
order shall be issued by the court directing the sherif

5

put the grantee in possession of the lands.
section 25. Section 197.351, Florida Statutes, 1972

6

Supplement, is amended to read:

4

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15

1\'hcn taxes not due at time of sale .--When it

197.351

appears to the department of revenue that the taxes on any

land heretofore sold, or that may hereafter be sold, £y_ �e

the county for taxes were not due at the time of the sale upon
the lands or any part thereof embraced in any certificate of

sale, or that the sale was otherwise illegal or improper, the

department shall have the power to cause the certificate to be

canceled, in whole or in part, or cause it to be surrendered,
in the manner and upon the terms as may in its judgment be

16

best to protect the interest of the state and county and do

17

justice to the owners.

18

lation or surrender and refund to the ownP-r of the certificate

19

on the order of the department.

20

Section26 .

The collector sh.:i.11 make the cancel-

Subsection (4) of section 197.356, Florida

21

Statutes, 1972 Supplement, is amended and subsections (5),

22

(6), (7), and (8) are added to said section to read:

23
24

25

26

.197.356
(4)

Implementation of this act.--

All clerks of the circuit court and municipalities

shall deliver to the county tax collector all lists of land
sold for taxes cle±±eq�ent-tes-re!±s and certificates for his

Every municipality which on Janua:ry 1, 1973, had

27

collection.

28

delinquent taxes for which certificates have never been sold

29

shall retain until January 1, 1980, the power and duty to

30
31

30

1

enforce the taxes as if this act and chanter 72-268, Laws of

2

Florida, had not been enacted.

3

on January 1, 1980, be extina;uished, null and void, unen'force-

4

able and uncollectible in any m2.nner and shall have no effect

5

on the marketabilitv of the title in any way_.
,_

6

( 5)

All such municipal taxes shall

The clerks of the circuit court shall deliver

7

to the collectors all records necessary for the administration

8

of their duties under this chaeter.

9

(6)

All certificates issued prior to the effective date

10

of cha12ter 72-268,

11

all ri9:hts then vested plus any that are created bv chaoter

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

30
31

of Floridil, shall remain in force with

72-268, exce12t that the interest rate limit of eight 12ercent

(8%) for all years subsequent to the first year after issuance
shall remain in effect.
(7)

Th0 r0n0c1l bv_ �h i_s act_ o'· __cha')t-::-r 72-2G8, Lows -of

!�1odrfo, of a cuy-�1.. ti �r(\ _�-,ro\..i �,inn thot valic1:1tcs cmy docu:-:tC"nt
-· - .- .

or act by any official under the provisions of chaptc>r 197

shall not be interorcted as an irn:)o.irmcnt of the validation.
(8)

The tax collector shall administer all lists of

lanes sold for taxes delivered to him by any governmental
agency in the sar:1e mann9r as prescribed for county taxes.
All unclaimed redem12tion moneys and tax deed surplus moneys in the possession of the state shall if still
(9)

unclaimed two (2) years from the effective date of this act
become the property of the state.

new section is added to chapter 95,
Florido. Statutes, to read:
Section 27.

95.

28
29

Lc.\·."S

. (l)

A

Lirii ta tion
\·:.hen

cl

UD�n

actiESL_a.9ainst tax deeds.--

t::i:-.: c.1eed has been issued to any 2erson

under §197.271, for four

( 4)

vears, no action shall be broucrht

by the forr.er or..1ncr of the 2roperty, or claimants
under him.
~

------�--

31

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

(2)

When a tax deed is issued conveying or attempting

to convey rP.�� pro�erty before a patent has been issued thereon
by the United States, or befcre a conveyance by the state, and
thereafter a patent by the United States or a conveyance by
the state is issued to the person to whom the property was
assessed, or a claimant under him, and the tax deed grantee,
or a claimant under him has paid the taxes for four (4)
.successive years at any time after the issuance of the patent
or conveyance, the patentee, or grantee and claimants under
.him, shall be presumed to have abandoned the property and any
.right, title, and interest in it.

Upon such abandonment, the

.tax deed grantee, and claimants under him, is the legal ownar
of the property described by the tax deed.
( 3)

This stntute applies v1hether the tax deed grantee,

.or claimants under him, has been in actual possession of the
.Property described in the tax deed or not.

If a tax deed has

been issued to prooerty in the actual possession of the legal
owner and he, or claimants under him, continues in actual

19
20
21
22
23
24
26
27

28
29

(2) sh2ll not apply.
Section 28.

R�ction 197.286, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is transferred to chapter 95 and amended to read:
95.

Limitations when tax deed holder in possession

the holder of a tax deed goes into actual possession,-eeetl�aney
and-tlse of the real property iand-embraeed described in the
tax deed, ae2-eontintles-in-it-£or-a-peried-of-£eur-years,
no action to recover £er-t½e-reee¥ery-ef-tfle possession of the

30
31

32

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

pro)'.)ert� H,el.'.'cef shall be maintained b:eeti'3"h-e by a former owner
or other adverse claimant unless the action stieh-sti±�-±s
CO'runcnced is bc,gun n:H.,,1:in-the-pe:e±ed-0£ four years after
the holder of tindc� the tax deed has gone el:'l.t.efed into i:he
actua•l possession1" .:.. eee\:¼13aRey-ar1e1-Hse--ef--tcRe-±aRe1-eFRl3raeea
:i:n-the-'(:.tur-t!.eecl-.--t.i?l'le-he:l:e.e:1:-ef-t.he-t.aM-aeed7-WReR-tae-rea±
es'(:.a-t;e-:i:s-in-aeve;:se-aebrnl-13essessieR,--eeeHJ::3aney-aBd-Hse-ef

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

ever,-l'1e-J:3:eeeecll1'l":'e-stta:l::l:-be-ee:flllleri.eeel-by-any-13e}:'sern:,-}:'e'3a:1:cl-

15
16
17
18

h'hen the real property is adversely •)ossessed
by any person, no action shall be brouaht by the tax deed
holder unless the action is beaun within four (4) years from

19 the date of the deed.

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Section 29.

Section 125.39, Florida Statutes, 1971, is

amended to read:
125.39

Nonapplicability to county lands acquired for

delinquent taxes.--The provisions of this law shall not be
construed to cover the sale or disposition of i:hese-:1:al:'l.ds

ae�1:iirecl-l-)y-afly-eetir1'l:.y-£ef-<le:l::hH:ftlent-i:axes-aftd-wh:i:ea-a:1:e

dei:i:nqucn�-taxes 7 �-el:'l.-fi:l:e-ifl-�he-e££:i:ee-e£--ehe-e:l:erh-ef-�he
e:i:reu±�-eetlft-ef-aRy-e5uftty,-ef any land conveyed to any county
for a specific purpose and containing a reversionary clause

30
31
33

1 whereby said land shall revert to the grantor or granters upon
2 failure to use said real property for such purpose.
3

4

Section 30.

Section 197.251, Florida Statutes, 1972

Supplement, is transferred and renumbered subsection (2) of

5 section 197.246, Florida Statutes, and subsection (3) is
6 added to said section to read:
7

197.246

Notice, form of publication for obtaining tax

S deed by holder:
(3) Upon ultimate disposition of the application for
9

10 a tax deed the clerk shali enter· his certificate of notice
11
12
13
14
15
16

and his certificate of advertising in the public records of
the county with such other relevant documents as may be
required by the department of revenue.
Section 31.

Section 173.01, Florida Statutes, 1971, is

amended to read:
173.01

Foreclosure ·of municipal tax certificates

17

authorized.--The lien of any and all taxes, except those 'ad

18

va lo�c;n taxes collectible by th�-���1:-.Y ta>: collector, tax

l9

certificates and special assessments he�e�efere-er-hereaf�er

20
21
22

23
24
25
26

27
28

29

imposed by any incorporntcd city or t� n in the state upon
roal estate may be foreclosed.by such city or town by suit in
cl,ancory.

Tlw p1·.::ci...ic,,, pleilcU.ng .::rir:1 procedure, in any such

suit shall be in substantial accordance with the practice,

pleading and procedure for the foreclosure of mortgages of

real estate, except as herein otherwise provided.
Section 32.

Subsection (1) of section 193.102, Florida

Statutes, 1971, is amended to read:
193.102

Lands subject to tax sale certificates;

assessments; taxes not extended.--

30
31

34

1
2

(1)

A11 lands against which the state holds any tax

3

sale certificate or other li�n for delinqu�nt taxes assessed
for the year 19�0 or prior years shall be assessed for the

4

year 1941 and subsequGnt years in like manner and to the same

5

effect as if no taxes against such lands were delinquent.

6

Should the taxes on such lands not be paid as required by law,

7

such lands shall be sold or the titJ.e thereto shall become

8

vested in the county, in like manner and to the same effect as

9

other lands upon which taxes are delinquent are sold or the

10

title to which becomes vested in the county under this law.

11
12
13
14
15

Such lands upon which tax certificates have been issued to
this state, when sold by the county for delinquent taxes, may
be redeemed in the manner prescribed by this law; provided,
that all tax c�rtificates held by the state on such lands
shall be redeemed at the same time, and the clerk of the

16

circuit court shall disperse the money as provided by law.

17

After the title to any such lands against which the state

18

holds tax certificates becomes vested in the county as provided

19

by this law, the county may sell such lands in the same 'manner

20

as provided in §197.302 §�9�7�ee, and the clerk of the circuit

21

court shall distribute the proceeds from the sale of such lands

22

b�, the board of county conunissioners in proportion to the

23

interest of the st:1tc, the severed. to.xing units, o.n<c1 the funds

24

of ::mcll uni ls, as r·1�1y bee! calculi1tcd by the clcd�.

25

26
27

Section 33,

Subsection (6) of section 193.481, Florida

Statutes, 1971, is amended to read:
193.481

Assessment of oil, miner�l, and other subsurface

28 rights.--

29
30
31
35

1

(6)

Tax certificates and tax liens encumbering sub-

2 surface rights, as aforesaid, �ay be acquired, purchased,

3 transferred, and enforced as are tax certificates and tax liens
4 encur.JJering real property generally, including the issuance

6

Section 34.

Subsection (2) of section 197.465, Florida

7 Statutes, 1969, as amended by chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida,
8 appearing as subsection (3) of section 197.141,_Florida
9 Statutes, 1972 Supplement, subsections (3) and (6) of section

10 197.236, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, as created by
11 chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida, subsection (3) of section 197.12 291, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, as created by chapter
13 72-268, Laws of Florida, section 197.610, Florida Statutes,
14 1969, as amended by chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida,
15
16
17
18

appearing as section 197.316, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supple-

ment, section 197.615, Flor1da Statutes, 1969, as amended
by chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida, appearing as section
197.321, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, section 197.680,

19 Florida Statutes, 1969, as amended by chapter 72-268, Laws

20 of Florida, appearing as section 197.331, Florida Statutes,
21 1972 Supplement, and section 197.665, Florida Statutes, 1969,·

22 as amended by chapter 72-268, Laws of Florida, appearing as
23 section 197.336, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, are
24 hereby repe.:tled.
25
26
27
28
29

Section 35.

Subsection (6) of section 50.061, Florida

Statutes, 1971, su�s0cti0n (4) or section 167.434, Florida

Statutes, 1969, as amended by chapter 72-368, Laws of Florida,

subsection (4) of section 193.481, Floridv. Statutes, 1969,
appearing as subsection (5) of section 193.481, Florida

30
31
36

1

Statutes, 1971, sections 211.14, 211.15, and 211.16, Florida

2

Statutes, 1971, are hereby repealed.

3

Section 36.

All local acts or general acts of local

4

application providing for interest rates, delinquency dates,

5

methods of p�y�ant, collection, or s�tisfaction of delinquent

6

taxes different from general law are repealed to the extent of

7

such conflict.

8

hibiting the issuance of tax certificates or warrants for

9

delinquent ad valorem property taxes.

10

This act shall also repeal all such acts pro-

Section 37.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1973.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
·21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
37

